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The object of this work wss to Investigate the effects
of a hydrofoil located at the stem of a high-speed surfac«
vessel. Damping out of the fir;»t hu»p in the stern wave
train of the vessel appears to be possible by the uee of a
properly positioned hydixsfoil having correct dimensions.
Hence, in particular, thi& thesis was directed toward
establishing ti^e effects on ^tal resistance coefficient
v^ich resulted froR^ varying hydrofoil chord length, Icngi-
tutinal position, angle of attack, and depth of sul^ergence.
The vessel tested with stem hydrofoils was a n^odei
of s fine-lined, transom—stem, destroyer tyoe ship* to
this model were attached hydrofoils \ftihoi»e basic shape
corresponded to N,A«C»A. Foil Mo. 633-6I8. Tiic chord
length of this standard shape wes vsrlod so as to ce
a fs;?i.ly of five similar hydrofoils. For each of
hydrofoils the optimum longitudinal position and angle of
attack was deterfnined. For the i- '' ' chord length
hydrofoil ti)e effect of depth of ; _;.;nce wcs evaluated.
Finally, with each toil at its optimum position, the effect
on til© Enodel's total resistance coefficient .<a8 established.
As an indication of the results to be achieved vvith
bow hydrofoils on t^ds particular vessel, the final ^.'
of the investigation were; devoted to determining the ^ _ . jX
position for a bow hydrofoil. The effects produced by
ioceting the hydrofoil at that position were then evoiuated.
It was found that for tho particular vessel wider
Consideration no redtjction in total resistance coefficient
by use of stern hydrofoils was possible* Adciti nally,
it further appeared that bov/ hydrofoils would cauce no






The prestnc© of stern hydrofoil a of varying
chord length was consistently < >ce the
apparent optimusn position and c..^. ».. i. ,v, e optihtura
only in th«t they caused the least inc in total
resistance coefficient. The optimufn (L;.p) /(chord length)
ratio vvas found to be 2fu99, The optimuga Ic" - tudin«il
position wcs 1,0115 x (LBP) aft of the forv< - er-
pendicularf, The optiniVHU (cut awey anQle)/(8ngie of
attack) ratio vas (-) 13» The optinur depth uf sub-
mergence was one chord length.
The conclusion drav^ from thli; work is thet the
application of stern hydrofoils to V(-ry fine-liae4
hull foriBs will result in no reduction of stem wave
aaking resistance. Additionally^^ the presence of a
bow hydrofoil beneath a bulbous tyoe bow appeais to
result in no r«hdNifition of bow wave me king resistance
for the hull form that was inves tigsted
#
In order to verify the conclusion reached as to
the effect of hull fomi on the results caused by stern
hydrofoils, it is recomraended thc-t a full-bodied model
having the same displecenient and vvetted surface es that
tested in this thesis be buiit* Then, to this new model
apply the same family of stern hydrofoils in order to
dettrniine if a beneficial result can be achieved on
fuller hull forms.
Thesis Supervisors Martin A. Abkowitz
Title? Assistant Professor Qf' Naval Architecture
fli(^ r f .. f'f
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Any body moving thtrough w«t«'T wUl encounter «
resistance to its fnotionu In the c<;g6 of a body only
partially subifRerged in water, this resistance is mede
up of three component* which ares
I, Frictionel resistance
?, Eddy or form resistanc**
3* Wave making resistance.
Frictionel resistance is a functi^1^ of the vis-
cosity of th© fTiediisa, while th© wave making resistance
is independent of viscosity. Eddy or foria resistance
was long considered to be independent of viscosity 8lso|
however, pr©sent-day investigators^"'' have ©steblished
thr»t the form resistance should properly be grouped v^th
the frictional resistance, since they are both d©prr»d^«t
on th^.e viscosity of t\uc ^^atero Therefore, they are
functions of Reynolds' nisnber, «iile th© wev© making
resistance is considered to b® a lunctirvn of Froudo's
-1-
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(luiiu-^r, V/yqL, Now e considereti >n o; th» rGsistanca
characterist' cs of ship-shap^cl bodi 6 in general indi-
cates thfit t.t low values of Froude's numbr'* V/ygL, or
speed-length ratio V/Jh^ the ?;;t'jor Derceatege ot a
vessel's totsil resistance is due to friction* However,
wh'sn the vsiue- of the speed-length ratio increases to
unity and greater, the wave making resistance shovs a
sharp increase while the frictional resistance tends
to decrease^ Thi^ increase in wcvs making resistance
at the high speed-length ration ii ot considexaDie
significance, for it represents an ever increasing
power thst must be built into any ship that will be
driven at high speeds » Cuite obviously, it would be
to the designer's advantc«ge if he could achieve a re-
duction in this high speed weve meking resistance by
•oice mesns wliich were less co&tly then the propulsion
equiiOment necessary to achieve the added high speed*
With this thoi-'ght in mind, it then follows that it
might be possible to employ some device wrdch would
reduce the wave osking resistance to a d egree signi-
ficantly greater thn the expected increaoe in the
frictionsl ©nd eddy resistances due to the device*
2* Shin? Wave q^iaracterlstics
,
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through wst«r is universally r«ali2«d, but wi.at is not
so widely known is the fact thit these waves are really
the resultant of two families of waves.. The bov^ and
stem of any ship undejrwey are traveling disturbances,
and as such they each cause to he formed a wave family
which consists of a diverging system and a transverse
system, (See Fig. I») To Lord Kelvin credit is
given for a mathematical soluti.n which defines this
transverse-diverging wave group in terms of an ideal
problem. There are sone variations from actuality in
the classic Kelvin solution, but these are to be ex-
pected since Kelvin considers the disturbance as being
due to forces at one single point, vshereas for a ship
the disturbing forces are spread over the hullo It is
to be noted that these two families of wav#s will change
their basic properties of amplitude and wave length as
the speed of the ship varies. As the speed increases,
the transverse components of each family tend. to increase
in wave lenath.
Now in exac.inciXion of *vc.ve recking resistance versus
•peed-length ratio curves, it is custon-.ary to find that
these curves are characterized by distinct hollows and
hutr!ps« These hollows and humps sre explsineo oy ^he
fact that the bow and stem transverse waves have come





KELVIN WAVE GROUP ft SHIP WAVE TRAINS
X
(%K^^f + a?(8cj4-2ax2vj^-x-<') + iGofy^ = O
CRESTS OF A KELVIN WAVE GROUP CAUSED BY A TRAVELLING
DISTURBANCE AT .




rt#l«tance (henc« a hump), or out of phiise so a& to
rBSult in less resistance (hcncft & hollow). Prrha-«)«
this phenoraenc: i.: hotter explained by quotiriQ tac vJoixi&
Of Profo K.S^M, Dsvidson^'^^t
"«,,c. Now the r«tidual resistant* 1* •imply
the excess of the sum o' the «ftward-acting
components of the normal pressure forces on
the fore body over the sua of the fonward
acting component* on the after body* The
pressures themselves tend to be high when
the surface levels are high, and low wlien
the surface levels are lov>. Thus the hwnpg
and hollows are accounted for, Cjuaiitetivcly,
by thfe effect of the wave train initiated
<it the bow on the surface levels around
the stern* » (See Fig. II,)
From the standpoint of reduction ©f wttve meking
resistance, the essence of what hes just been stated
is thist if e secondary wave system is imposed upon
a primary system so th< t the tv.o systems ere out of
phase by 180 degrees, there will be e reducticn in the
•aiplitude of the priniary system* This reducti-m can
theoretically be a complete reduction tc a zero level
of disturbance if the amplitude of the secondary systeiB
and its other wave characteristics ere the saixie as those
of the prir.ary* Assuming that the prirriai*y system can be
reduced or eliminated by son»e device, it would dtppe&r
thst a reduction in wave making resistance v^uld result*
But now, the probleia has been simplified to that of
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HB. CORRELATION BETWEEN WAVE PROFILES & SHAPE
OF RESIDUAL RESISTANCE CURVE .
-6-

trollsble secondary wmv% disturbance* Such • ct«vice
might oosaibly be a hydr.frl^j c<r>id <>o let us ««ajivlne
the properties of a hydr;.iioii.
In addition to the liit And drag characteristics
posees&ed by these underwater wings, or hydrofoils,
there is a third characteristic of particular note.
Hydrofoils vwill csute a wsve-liks disturbance to be
set up on th# free surface of the vmtet* Keidysch
and Lavrentiev^"' ^^' in 1934 arrived at a two--
diraensionsl treatment of the problerr; in vrfuch they
considered the hydrofoil a& being a bound vortex»
They proposed the following expression which indi-
cated the wsve ordinate, y, that exists at a distance
X aft of the bound vortex (whose strength xq T) w^^en






In practice, this h©s been fcjund tc be ti good approxi-
mation to the Surface for dls-tances of one-quarter wave
Tillength or more behind the foii^-^^. The fact thst it is
an approximation though is easily understood, for when
i«e consider the hydrofoil from a three-dimensional
•7-
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standpoint we n*c«t«arlly introcuce the effects of
tratlino vortices, Th«&e vortices will oroduce trcns-
ve-x'^e waves which sr« no tec. Dy x.ne prei^enccj; o: '^rooster-
tails** In the wske of the foil*
Novv, returning to our origin.:! '-.rooosBl to emrloy
•crae oeviLe wriich would be able to iii&ften wfiveraaking
resistance, it 'M>uld appear that a prop«rly positioned
hydrofoil adjusted so that it .produced high circulation,
TV wo^^ld be an answer to this, quetit* Accordingly, what
has been described before in this Xntroductio;^ will now
serve to explain the reasons behind the investigations
and proposals that wiil next be mentioned*
^''
''^-l:.'^'.' ' Backtyound of M.I.T« Hydrofoil
This thesis is essentially one laor® step in a «erl«i
of investigations it the M,I,T, Ship Model Towing Tank
into the us© of properly placed hydrofoil s aa wavenaking
reduction devices* ^^
The first investigations were conducted by J. P.,
Paullinv;, Jr«^'^ Bn<i H«^ry Koziowski^ '•' in 19$ii» In
the subsequent ye^^r oi' 1953, A»L. Be&l and Abrshsm
Zakay^ '' continued K4r, Pauliing't ^nvvstigations* Also
(rA
in 1953* C.£. Jones and v\,H« Brooks^ ' carried out an
Inve&tlgation to deterntine the nature of the surface
wavea genera t#<J by submerged hydrofoils*
••a«*






thet d reduction in wsv^BMikinQ resistance can be achieved
by the use of bovv hydrofoils of proper de-sign » Mr, K.02-
iowski in the final stage© of hie investigfitive vtoik
obtained results thi t indicated that horizontally placed
stern hydrofoils «*i5o could bring about « reduction in
wave making resistance.
This investigation serves to continue Mr* Kozlowki*o
work vdth a more detailed snalysis of stem hydrofoils.
In particular it v;as decided that the effects of varying
the hydrofoil chord iengUi, angle of attackj^ depth of
fubraergence tr\d fore-and-sft position would be investi-
gated. In order to shorten the testing schedule so that
it cou]d be completed in the available time, it was
further decided to investigate the effects gi the stem
hydrofoil st only two ship-^speed ranges, namely, 15 knots
and 3^ knots. These, of course, were tJie most significant
speeds since they represented the cruising and full power
sp66ds of the actual vessel. If a significant riKiuction
in wave making resistance could be . chieved in either or
both of these ranges, then there would be justification
for consideration of the hydrofoii^s effect over the








Th« s«l«ction o; the mociei to be tested required
that careful attention be paid to the lir.itations on
model size broiKjht ebout by ti-ic? physical dimensions of
the M,1.T, Towing Tank, which w&a to be tiic location of
te&tin9# Mr# Ko2lox«/ski in his work had employed 8 rnodei
of e destroyer typ© vessel whose length v»as 5 •5 feet.
In order to reach the designed 1,82 speed-length ratio
ol' the ©hip, he found it necessary to drivR the model
to a speed of 4,»26 knots. At this high speed he found
that the model was very liable to yaw, ^ndi th^t the s^mt^
were df such short dxjretion th^t many rune hed to be re-
peated in ordc-r to be certain oI the reliability of the
readings*
It was therefore clear that a sraller model than
that employed by Mr, Kozlowski w«b i^^^jded,. Accordingly,
arrangen?ent« were P\&de with the David R?» Taylor Model
Basin for the loan of c suitable wodel. The rriOdel re-
eeiv^od '^as thst of 3 fin© lined, transom-*tern, anti-
submarine-v.'arfsre type vessel. The designed speed
-10-
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length ratio of the; ship «•§ X»403 vMhich nec«6«itat«<
drivinn the
-4<»333 ft* K^cdel tc only a SDeed of 2<.920
knots kWien consicering the jit i;aot t. .-.';;. --ancje oi -cne
full size ship. Full details of this model will be
fo'iind in Appendix A, and s Dhotoqraph of it may be seen
in Figure III„
2* %d®l Towing B7-acket » (see Fig* IV,)
Upon receipt ot the 4»333 foot model frofn th«
David Taylor Mo^el Ba&in, it v^a« clear thc*t the very
light weight oi tJic model (7«63 pounds) and its very
narrow beam (O*^^^*) w>uld possibly cause itability
problems during towing. The conventional towing
bracket used st the M.I.T, Towing Tank is defiQned for
aaodels of 25 poimds or more in weight.* These hea^/'ier
models eiek© it quit© acceptable to s^iid s horlaontal^
hollow, aluaninum bar at the upper ends of the tovdng
arms, in which is carried a spring loaded mechanisin for
adjusting towing cable tension to fiv© pounds* However,
for this lighter 7,63 pound model it was indicated thst
a special lightweight tovying bracket was ncrcessary so
as to gusrd against possible capsizing of the R)od©i,
The possibility ol capsizing w£S due to the high
weight of the tension adjusting rod, henc« elimination
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adjusting device* It was with sor.t misgivings that the
decision to eliminate this d evict w«s made. The rnollGd
tov.=ino force for any given run must be correcttv i jx the
frictioncl resistance introduced by the dynainometer systera*
In order to evaluate the rriagnitud© oi this frlctional
r«sistanc© it is necessary to maintain a constant static
tensi n in the tovvin<3 c;ebl©# Of course, this tension
could be varied, but it is the practice to maintain it
st five ;>oun6». The alternative that had to be accepted
was to first sot the towing cable tension a t five pounds
by means of the tensirn-settinq sorino~loadcd aluminum
bar which had been separated frora its associated com-
ponents. V^hen this had been done, a length of very fine
bronze wire of lov^ ductility and low elasticity was
pfiSi»ed in betv/een tlie tvv^fD ends of t^ie tov^lng c&ble
(w^ilch were attached to the tensicn-setting device).
This wire W5.s then «djusted in length so tht.t it exactly
equalled the ai5>tance between the connecting points on
the tension-setting device* Thereafter, the five pound
pull v,'ss -fejcansferred to the bronze wire, the tension-
aetting device -as slackened, Qnd then finally reraoved.
As regards the actual towing artiis, thoy were con-
structed of ^-inch sheet balsa vvood. They were sirrdlar
to a T-type stiffener in cross sccti n, &n6 were iittached
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fitted over a plexiglass shaft:. This shaft in turn was
rigidly att©ch<?d to the nodel by elt^ninuni angle oieces.
/iS can be inferred fror* this description^, every effort
wa$ ro«de to keep the tov^lng bracket ac li^jnt as possible,
but still of adequate strength. Detail & of this arrange-
»#nt rnay be seen most cle<iriy in Figure IV«
3. Hydrofoils . (see Fig. V.)
In the original conception of thiJ» thesis It had
been intended that before eny attcsjpts v/ere made to
select a suitable hydrofoil shape there would be a de-
tailed photographic analysis made of the stem wave
characteristics of th# modelg From this enelysia it
would have been possible to have determined the wave
ordinates^ y, that were to be cancelled by the secondary
¥WiVe disturbance created by the sufc^erged hydrofoil.
Consideration of the Keldysch-Lavrentiev formula,
1
y » -^- gh si" m (i)
will indicate that if w© had «ueh wave ordinate*, v^-e
could substitute their values (with negative algebraic
signs) into this forrriule* Then, for given x velues
and h valuers of the hydrofoil, ssn6 at a given speed























circulation, Tt that would have to exist to ••tltfy the
e<:-uation.
Now for an «ir foil, or hy<irofoii, the circulation
(10)
around th© tcil is defined by: ^ '
r = ' c^ u^ c (2)
This expiessin indicates th.:t for s given approach
velocity, u , the produced circulation, Ty i^ directly
proportional to the coefficient of lift, C, , and the
foil chord length, c«
If circulation was the only characteristic
affected by changes in the coefficient of lift end the
chord length, the problsm. would be much simplified^
liowever it rau&t be realized th^t th«re ar« tv»c additional
foil characteristics that will be affected by any change
in C* or Cb When C, it increased, there is generally an
increase in the eoefficient of drag, C-,, of the foil.
This infers an increased form resistance^ Additionally,
as the chord of the foil is increased, the v/etted sur-
face of the hydrofoil is increased, and thiu infers an
incressed frictianal resistance. Hence discrimination
raust b© exercised in a selection of C and c th^-t are
to produce the required circulati m^
Now if it Nl^ been poL&ible to pn • ... • upji-LCidiy
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been m«d« to have determinecJ the optimur!; values of C,
cjnd c by the use of the Keldysch-Lavrentiev formula,
\r\ovmveT, other conditions forced this hotogrsphic
analysis to be omitted* Qriginelly, arrangements h&d
been made with the Sloan Automotive Laboratory machine
shop to mt*chin€ cut the desired hydrofoils during the
la;:t p<.rt of K^srch 1954» This schedule vw>uld have per-
mitted a photographic analysis^ Instead, the machine
shop found that it was faced vdth a high priority block
of machining work thtt vvould be at its peek just wht^n
the original schedule hsd called for the hydrofoils to
be cuts Hence, the photographic enaiysi6 had to be
oraitted, for the sake of obtsininq the servicer of the
»peci?il foil cutting machine.
Lacking a photographic snaiysis^ sore other
rational methods bed to be devised so as to form a bssi»
on which to deterrriine the hydrofoil cross-section, spen,
chord:-:, tCKi tip shape*
The hydrofoil cross-$ectien selected v^as based upon
• careful considerbtion of the lift-drag eheracteristic*
of the mcny standard N.A.C.A, sections described in re-
ference (ll)« What was r^o;^t wanted in the foils con»
sidered as a high lift to drsg ratio cS the angle of
attack 01 cnc :oil increased, ApproxitriStely eight









prop#rty and a »«i«cticn of any on© from among this
group was based on very inoll differences, that might
aasily be considered arbitrary, ^. is quite po'.sible
that the foil shape selected was not the best shape,
and th< t some other shape might htive boen better, but
it is believed that thte differences would hcvve beMi
slight* N.A,C,A. section 633-6I8 was tiiersfore
selected for this investigation, A li&t of the otlier
possible foils will be found in Appendix B»
The decision as tc the span dimencion of the foil
was coerced by the need for control over the niHoiser of
variables that were to be considered. Under the dis-
cussion devoted to Intentions o^f This Inye^tiqctjon
it hats already been mentioned thet hydrofoil chord
length, angle of attack, depth of sulmiergence, and
fore-and-aft position were the vari&bies under con-
aidersticn^ It wes felt thet these v/ere the iTiOSst im«
portunt variables and the. t spun j^cngti; shouio .be Kept
constant at a value equal t^ that of the model's greatest
beam, th£t is, 0,446 ft»
As regaros choid lengths tor th€ hycrofoii, it
was the original intention in this investigation that
a family of hydrofoils should be tested^. This family
was to be of xiic saa© basic shape (for example, N.A*C,A«
633-6I8) and was to have a constant span of 0#446 ft^









Mr, Kozlowski had ««ipIoyed a foil vvhose L.B.P./chord
length ratio was 24 to 1, it was felt th<Bt a family of
five foils vs^lch breckoted this ratio i/c^uld give reason-
able assurance of success^ Accordingly, a family of
foils having chords of 3 inches, 2,5 inches, 2 inches,
1«5 inches, and 1 inch was decided upon.
Before leaving the discussion of the hydrofoiit
it should be stated that it v;as nuroo&ely decided to
leave the tip edges of the xoiis oiunt and square* It
«»as realized th^t additional form drag losses, as tip
vortices, would resuitj however, the foils hsd bc^en
raachiae cut, and hence were ss nearly similar as possible.
Any tapering of the tips would have been done by hand,
and since dissimilarity as well as danger of breakage
would result, it was decided not to alter the tips.
Additionally, the foils were cut frorm mahogany, end
so a thinning of the tips would hcve increased the
chances of warpeg© while the foils were sutsnerged*
In Appendix C will be found additional details on the
N,A,C*A« 63 0-^618 shape that was employed.
k* Hydrofoil Support Device and Track
(see Fig, VI,)
The design of the hydrofoil support device had
to meet three requirements « It \\(i to be of miniiau®

















naost of all, h.d to be siraple in operation » Thest
alms were qui'S well met in every respect,.. The- stj-^rcr-t
deviCQ wss oi eiuininuin cac ^.iyhtn&ss wai. iurtrier acuicvccs
by liberal u^e of lightening holes* The posttioninq track
upon which the suprjo;:t device rode wss msrely & pi©c© of
1 incn wide sail tracK ds uicd on ssii ooats. This piece
of track v>«;s considerably lightened by removing the
entire cantrel web of the track with a nllllng machine.
AciditiwHeliy, the riding lips ot tnc tx«-ck were lightened
by lightening holes
To facilitate the setting of the hydrofoil support
device in different positions relative to the After
Perpendicular of the model, a plastic strip of 1/16-
thsinch thickness ruled off in 10 of a foot was in-
serted between the lip© of the positioning track« The
rule's A*P^ index, was offset tliree .uarters of an inch
aft of the A.Pe so as to coincide with the index mark on
the support device which was three quarters of an inch
aft of the support point on tl-je foii^ ?4ext, it should
be mentic-ned that the foil sup-port point vyas at a position
on the foil mosn line a distance of 25%- of th© chord att
of the leading edge* (sec Appendix C)
,
5* reviews for Settln.Q Angles of Attack on Foil$
Uie Fig„ VII)
A descrintion of the ec.uipment used in tlils thcfiit
os>®lq oiiHT
JL : i-j:..- I ;• X ,
lib •
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BUist Include thoae devices ut«<i for s^ettlng Migl^t •(
attack on the foils. Perhaps an enumeraticn of how
a given «ngld of attack is set ia the best wcy to
present the description*
A •mall vise vms first secured to a table, and
then in the juv5 o, th© vii.c vws> i ct a vvoooen block
to which h.'d been secured a snitill length of 1-lnch
•ail track » By nirsns of a spirit ipvel, this block
was levelled, vdth ttio track in sn inverted position*
Thereafter, th© foil support device was attached to
the track.
Next, a foil was screwed into position between
th© axTRs of the aupoort device. Then, in order to
set a given angle of attack, a previously prepared
declivity board wca set upon the lower face of the
foil which was actually in hti uppermost position.
The spirit level was next set upon this declivity
board, and th.e toil y;u£ rotated until the spirit
level became Itvel, Indicating thct the desired angle
was set. The one disadvantage of this '.nethod was that
it necessitated removal of the foil and foil support
device from the model if it V'^&s desired to check th©
setting; between runs.. It was found thit accurate
and constant fixation of the foil waa definitely
achievodj however, the author mus-t concede that even
Biore accurate *a^ more sip.ple means of setting angloa
-^:3-
il-Ji'











The IK 1 to this thesis has indicated that
for » family of five hydrofoils., all of th® same basic
shape ^ an invt?stigati!:>n was rade to d«t©rtriine v»i*iat
•ffects on total resistance were realized when these
foils were mounted sft on & fine-lined transom-stem
fBiddel. Additionally, it as stated thot only model
speeds corresponding to 15 knots and 32 knots vuere
to be considered^ Further, for eech foil an evaluation
was to be made of the effects on total resistance re-
sulting from varying the angle of attack, longitudinal
position, and depth of suf>mergence#
With the above requirements in mind a procedure
nmik therefore set up which allowed consideration of one
variable at e time, ¥^iile tl^e retnainina two variable*
were held constant. In this manner^ the optitxtum value
of on^ variable, correspondiig to certain constant
values of the remaining tv;f0, was found. Thereafter,
this optiaaaa value of the first v£;ria;3ie was used ts
one of the tv o constants, and then a second variable
was considered until an optimum value was found for it.








^(5 _;ijM g ll^ 9f!.' Tyf^v rii;'>'if:tr;r^ ;•> ' 'T-i
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Now it i& readily spparent the. t tnis is an iterative
•olution, and it could have beon repeated any number of
times desired. In order to ccrry the first solution
through as has oeen done in tr.is t)\@»is^ it was necessary
to conduct no Icse thsn 337 runs^ «»o it is clear th<it
the niBBber of vsrigibies roust be limited, or the testing
program will becof e excessively involved.
The model speeds corresponding to 15 £nd 32 knots
on the full size sliip were 1<,370 5.n6 2,920 knots. Now
for any given position of & toil on the model the de-
sired data was t)i© value of the total resistance co-
efficient at either 1.370 or 2^920 knots. This was
aio&t easily ioun6 by towing the node! at speeds which
bracketed those mentioned, and then plotting curves
of C-. versus speed-length ratio* The C-, valus of the
Curve at the speed range being considered was then read
directly.
Once the value of the total resistance coefficient
for a given foil position at either of the speed range*
was found, it next foiloved thet a curve of G- versus
th€ virisbic beiao considered should be plotted » From
the shape of this curve it -/fas possible to determine
the ootirnura value ct the variable for rriinimum C-.. This
approach c^; oc.loyed in determinisig both the optimum
longitudinal position and the optinium angle of attack








Only in the ca«« of the l-lnch toil wftt the depth
of subwergeiice ailovi^ed to vary,, References (^) and (9)
hod indicated that th© hydrofoils should not be closer
to the free surface of the water than one chord length.
Now in order tc maintfiin a realistic apnrosch to
possible eppiicction of hydroioiis xo iuii size vestclf
it v;as made a rigid stipulation that the foils should
not be set below thfe base line of the fnodel* This b£j,e
line was 1.761 inches Dciovw the fi-ee surface, and
tlterefoie only the 1,5 inch and I inch foils wwre of
•jnall enough chord length to permit any frjoveinent between
iJUrdts of one chord length and the base line. Since
the allowable downward rnoveraent of th© 1»5 inch foil
wa« only 0,261 inches, it was. decided to keep the de-pth
of submorgence constant at 1,761 inches for all foils
except tho 1 inch foil., In the case cf the 1 inch foil
the depth cf subraerocnce v-^as ...ilovved to vary between
tFie limits of 1 inch and 1,761 inches.
After completion of the optimuen attack angle and
optira^n longitiJdinal position tests in the 32 knot range
on the 1 inch, 1,5 inch and 2 inch ^tsrn hydrofoils, it
becarr,® clear that no redaction in totol resistance co-
efficient was being achieved by the use of the stern
hydrofoils V, Furthermore, the data that had been collected





'i;v ^*^ ,c..;j -/«.),
V
n lO 11.
^oo o; .'-lc rfo.L:t-;>u30T or-
probably produce even «»r»« results « Hence no attorapt
if;as mride to carry out orjstimum attack snalc &n6 lonai-
tucinei po::itici te^ti. on tiiese rornfiining ioii-. In-
stead, on the basis of the curves already plotted,
their optimum positions were estimated by extraoolation.
They were then set at these positi ris i^nd tei.t©d in the
32 knot rsngeo In tl^ie c«se of the 3 inch foil it was
ai£o tested in the 15 knot ranqe. Full dt^talls of the
series of 1J^. tests devoted to stern hydrofoil investi-
gation will be found in Appendix D,
The lack of success achieved with stern hydrofoils
on this particular fine-lined model served to arouse
Curiosity as to whether or not bow hydrofoils might not
be more successful « As a final phase of this work, it
was therefore decided to detemdne whi>t results could
be achieved by mounting the 2 inch foil on the bow of
the models Slight nK>difications to the hydrofoil support
device in the fortrj of lengthened support arms were
necessary g Also, due to the sheer curve of the bow, the
support track was mounted sonewhfjt differently. These
details will be noted in Figure VIII,
The 2 inch bow hydrof&ii ^-.ss nsintained at a con-
stant depth of submergence of 1,761 inches. In the
exact sane manner as was done in the stem investigatioHj^
optlEBUB! longxtudiniil oositio-: tests were first carried
out iolio'vved by optiinuiu attacK angle tests.
-28«
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Th« results of the various tests conducted on
the faniiy of hydrofoils and model DTf*lB*CD332 are
presented in the form of curves. The foilo'ftlng
listing will ft«i"ve to defecribe the purpose of r^sch
curve and vili indicate the sources oi dsta ii it is
6 Curve derived from another curve or curves. These
results all pertain to the R^odei only, and in order
Aret
A* Stern Hvdr;;ioiis
!• F' "' C^ versus V//L for tne HK>del
V:; wiih sands trips at the be-
Qinninq ot the testing program on 6 March
195-4* Also &hov?«i < ' ' ' is a re-
eveluetioii of the . d resistance
at the 15 ^ind 32 knot ranger.. This re-
evaluation was '-ade on 2 April ''''', Bn6
10 A: rii 1954* «^<^' server to ir- _. ce the
increase in total resistance that resulted
from severe cracking of the bottor. psint
on the model.
2, £ '^^ Crj. versus y/ZL for the Se
r _ ._ Jn bow and stern hydrofoil £ . , t
devices attached at the 15 knot range.
Also shiown iu the re-cvaluc tion of the
model's total resistance coefficient
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i\SV S^f^-T^V -.O .y. -yTM-'fl
Fiviure XI ^ Sane as Figur* X above, excapt
that this i« for th« 32 knot rangfi^
Fioura XII « C- versus V//L at 32 knot
range, showing intercept curves " tVie
1 inch hydro toil at various po?./
indie 4sted on the plot.,
aa
5. fJLfflff^ '^lU* ^ versus V//L at 32 knot
range, showing Intercept curves for the
1<,5 inc'- ^----' ;^ ' rious positions
as ind .^«
6» ,0.:JMJ^-LJ<IX- ^ V€- ' /'/L .vt 3^ not
range, Sijowirjo int*-- .. cu-tvco rvoi tl:>e
2»0 inch hydrofoil at various positions
aa indicated on the plots
?<> Ficiure XVo C-. (at 32 knot range) vertiia
longitudinei position of hydrofoils Thl*
is a far-dly of three cui'ves pertt-ining
to the i»0, lo5, Bn6 2»0 inch hydrofoil*.
They show the " varying t)^e
hydro foil '6 Ic
..,
.. position and
also show thct iongitudinsl position at
which the minimuia val C~ will occur
for ea^h foil at the „. : . ^.uiar attack
angle set<. Points on these curves are
tl ' ' -s of C-. at the 32 kv s as
ir.:.: „.. Figwrel XII, XIII, u; „ , .. . .
8. Figgy^ m. 1' '\>il chord " "h
versus longitc:^ ..-- position .- ..-ro*.
foil for minimura w at 32 knot
This curve tm vsrietion oi
optimum Ion, .. ^:.-..lnal position for ...
hydrofoil #s we chance the chord length
«
By extrapolation on this c a pre-
diction is marje as to the ..„ -,^...utn
longitudinal positiorj for the 2»5 and
3mO inch hydrofoils at the 32 knot
range>»
^* Firtim^ft XVII ^ C-. (at 32 knot ran§©)
versus hydrofoil angle of attack, with
hydrofoils located at their optimuns
long : positions. This also is
a fa.. : ..
^
., ,. tivree curves pertaining to
the 1.0, le5, 2.0 inch hydrofoil6«




the hydrofoil's angle of attack^ and
«ltO show the angl^i of attfick »t
which the absolute n<lnli»yn value of C«
will occur for •ach foil, As in
Fi XV j> the points on thet /cs
ar, ^..- velu* t> of C~ at the
'J.-. .,.., c rangt
as found in Ficures'xil, XIII, arvd XIV <,
It i» to be noted thjt each toll wa»
loC£t«d i\t its optirauu longitudlnel
position, hence the velucs of C- at the
optlratxi anylff^a of ett&ck represent the
lowest poj^sibie values of cl that can
foe achieved at the 32 knot range for
the particular foils being considered*
^0^ Figure XVIXX^ Hydrofoil chord length
versus of attack of h 1
for mini.:.. ""-. at the 32 kn^^ ..ou^^©«
I
This curv ss the variation of the
optimun e.~ f attack for ^ hydrO'-
foil at tL. ,..., knot v '- " - -^s we change
the chorda By @xtr. a on thia
curve, a - '..-jn i^ lu^de- es to the
©ptitnum Siivj^ , ,->. attcick for the 2»f>
and 3»0 inch hydrofoils at the ^Z knot
ii^ Figure XIX Q C^ versus V//L at 32 knot
range for the ^^5 and 3.0 inch hydro-
foils lr"'_''-'~=d &t their optiiTiU"^ >^,x.v - f-; -v^^
These c j'^ positions were .
by Gxtrapoiation in Figures XVI i^nu XVIII*
Also (in dashed lines) will b^ found ex-
trapolated c,..ryes l>f C-. versus V/ L for
the 1,0, 1«5, &n6 2«0 inch foilso These
curves hsve one knoirti - :i ' ^ - . 32 knot
range lovve&t possible
-^^ Their
slope and shape i^ bssec on that indi-
cated in Figures XII^, .^t-tt . ,^ xiVj, They
©re £hov^\ merely for ^.; , , . .;n purpase»o
i2a Fiqu ', Cho-c length versus absolute
uiini; , .m c . 32 knot ranoeo The
points on this curve correspond to the
32 knot range lov nlues of C~
as indicated in 2 . responding
to each chord length, 3 sf^ort dashed line
has been dr^ : * at the vaius of C^ which
was to be ex, .-v! due ta th^ increas^ed
frictianal resistance arising from the
«31-
?i.
ddded wetted surfect of tho hydrofoil
«
(See Appendix e) • this it the most
imports^- 1 tA)Tve in thir. thesis and will
be c detail in the
13o Figure XXI , C- versus V//L at the
It - ^t range for laO &n6 3«'" ':"'".
h-. -ils iocsted at their v. ..:n
positions ss found in the 32 knot
range tests ^ This curve is intended
to show the ranc^e of C-. values to be
expected in the high frictionsl re-
sistance region*
H* Figure }<XII o C-. vorsus V/Jt at tho
3T- '—^ - fdr t"-- ' -" --rh
h^ ts Of. . tiono
This plot snov^'s the etiect on re-
sistance that results from varying









curves for the 2 inch bow hydrofoil,
at V * tg positions as indicated on
the ^..-... ,i
2. F4aii££XX|V. ' t 32 knot )
versus langitv... -_ position .. _..e
2 inch bow hydrofoil* From this
curve is obtained t' "'rnum longt-
tudinel position fc^ .:jm C-.,
Sho¥m on tiie plot is the predicted
O:-"* ' "''^ Ion' ' " I |>«sitions ces
Ap,.. ... ..ix F .... ...•: .^iis oi the b£Si£
for this prediction*
3o Figure XXV „ C- (st 32 knot range)
versus angle Ox attack for the 2 Inch
bow foil located at Its 'jrc
Icr. Inal positlono This ...... .i
sr : .,.•:• absolute mlnimura vslue of
C- th^t can be achieved with the
-32-
fLo/- *'d
'^ Inch bov hydrofoil., A ^c^. .;.:' line
i& also d rann in to show t:,<=; 1,.; ,;^e^c.«
in C^ thcit was to b« exp&cted du« to
added fricti; nal r«6ict«nce arising fron
«n increase in wetted surface.
The foreck.:-inc reerec^ent the crsDhical pr^Gcntstlon
of Xi\^ iinaingsi reacueo i^ tru- . „ in suBraary,
th« most significant figures ar«|
Figure XX, Lowest C«. t ' ' for
each $t€rn
..
, ^- ,. . o d
length at 32 knot ran
Figure XXI ^ Magnitude Qi C- produced by
stern hydrofoils in 15 knot
ranges
Figurft XXII, Effect of variation of depth
ol h-^ gence of a stem
hydx. .. w,..i«





Figure XXV, Lowest C-. to b© expected with















C^ VS. V//L FOR THE SANDED MODEL WITH 8 WITHOUT STERN
HYDROFOIL SUPPORT DEVICE AT THE 15 KT. RANGE
.63 .64-
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ADDED RESISTANCE CAUSED BY THE HYDROFOIL SUPPORT DEVICES
wrrH
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32 KT. RANGE INTERCEPT CURVES FOR I.5IN. HYDROFOIL
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VARIATION OF RESISTANCE WITH CHANGE OF POSITION AT 32KT. RANGE
000)0.4- 0.2L 0.3 i£X






POSITION VS. CHORD LENGTH AT 32 KT RG,
EM). 0.3 0.2. o;i AP 0.1 0.2 0.3 AEI




VARIATION OF C^ WITH CHANGE OF ATTACK ANGLE AT 32 KT RG
NCGATIVe 6 2. -I O -H POSITIVE
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MINIMUM C^ AT THE
-XX .
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C^VS. V//L AT 15 KT. RANGE FOR 1.0 AND 3.0 INCH HYDROFOILS
.63 .64
SPLLD






EFFECT ON RESISTANCE OF VARYING SUBMERGENCE
DEPTH OF THE 1.0 IN. HYDROFOIL AT THE 32KT. RANGE




32 KT. RANGE INTERCEPT CURVES FOR 2.0" BOW HYDROFOIL
5PE E D L£ NGTH RATIO , V//L

FIGURE inmz
VARIATION OF 0^ WITH CHANGE OF POSITION OF THE 2.0'
HYDROFOIL AT THE 32KT. RANGE
BOW
FWO. 0.3






VARIATION OF C^ WITH CHANGE OF ATTACK ANGLE OF THE 2.0
BOW HYDROFOIL AT THE 32 KT. RANGE
NEGATIVE 3 Z, -I O* - I Z 3 FOSmvg
HYDROFOIL ANGLE OF ATTACK ( DCGRLES)
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IV o DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. ^JLSIEh JikfL JL
Th« pr«»«fit«tion of the FiESULTS aection foil«i«t4
the chronological dr^velopm«nt «f the thesis during th©
exp©rlm©ntai testing stage.. Accordingly, it is. believed
that a roor© pointed anfi. vv«li rounded ansiyais will result
if this »am» Ghronological order is followed in thi« di»*
cussioru
The full range t«»t» of C- versus V//L ss shovm in
Figure IX indicated th^t this particular v«$s«l had a
very iwli defined hump in its resistance curve that
appeared to be of most significane® nmiX the 32 knot
range^ This of course inferred that the bow ^^rxd stem
transversa waves were S'wewhat in coineidenc® near this
%pe96 range » Beference (>.) stste-d that *a.oa the humps
in the residual resistance curves occur when the surface
levels about the stem ar« relstively low »*v.o** and
accordingly a photograph was isade to verify this state-
iient» (Sefe Figure XXVI ) «,
As will be noted in this photogrsph the surfa6«
level aft of the jaodel Is considerably disturbed by
#ddie$^ but the level is relatively low. And at worst
—51^
.;'T
bwmoilori nolSo99 3TJUaaH %ti^ Jo noii«irw>««iq ©ffT
T XIlw aicyXftn* bobnuoT IX«w bns b^ir
nl cr<fitod» tt I\\V «u8i^v jO lo aiavJ^ •pns'x IXo^ ©rfT
S bar! Xsetsv iBlifoJtf:.^c. zL'':^ &'d:f bod-snihnf ^fl ©-rypXH
toni SC ftiit Ti3on e^nac ia ^aom )o 0<l o:^ b&7.a»qqa
m^:t•^ bns> wad »i 'f tr.-ft haTT^^n? •aiuoa l;o exH'?' •" = '-t«;t
jXii;j .- -i^n »;>fi3£>A0.iJ:o.j aX j-^. .; aiaw a»v«ir »«j;©v»nsx^
td^ «•••' i^iif b«^a^8 (^) oon^itHH ts^na:! ba*qa
iOfit-Tiie »ii.^ /i-^.rfa* -.;y--.n ,•» iir-ry^ •^nciaiae-'' f'Mbiaai arl* ni
•iiir^ vl yXevj^^i^Xax aiifi (rcaia miS SuodA aX^v^X
-•is^ra aidt ^(^l .t •bam aaw dqaipo^odq a Y- ^«
•9sHue ad^ lu £>«^ori iMi XXXw aA














t2ier« is only a very slight initial h>llow,
Tht$« fcctf t«nd#d to indie ite t^uvt tor ti^L. ^.i^rticular
hull form th« contribution to wav« making by th« after
body w«j not nearly dt significant as th® contribution
by the for« body« However, it remsivsed tor furthar
testing to prove whether or not th« affacta of this
after body contrifoutl<:>n could be redi5ced by the preaenca
of a propi-"Iy- positioned *j.-Ciir:i riyar-i-roii^
Bafera ieaving Figure IX attention muat alao be
fccijsed on the changes in the sanded -^od^l's total
iKs&i.iXi.nce coef ficierrL x.nc..z occux'i •. :: . . th® be--
ginning of the testing period sind the endo It will b®
noted thr.t s marked inr-rraee in re-si Dtancs took oiac©^
fine rras increas*^ is at't.r.^^'ucec entirely to &c-vers
cracking of the paint on th^j bottom of the model© As
tha wood of the model v^'ss sijb1f?ctc=d to sn'iTri^2TS.i:::n r.nd
oxying tixQ.:-- ., ^uxxarit. sxpaosio.i anc coritroCiti^.-na
The bottom paint an enamel or lacquer which wess quite
brittle in natureo , - :: cons©q\ja»nc«^ It crocked, snd the
result ••- th3t there was a general n^ughsniriO ol t4»«i!
bcttoiT CO
The major portion of thia cracking took place &oon
after tlie start of the testing ps^grenu Its preaenca
was noted, but tirae prohibited th® complete reflnifihin<|
of th© bottom, snd the condition was accepted with full
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itflted that this condition unroubtedly wa« not a static
on«, and henc« « -n a doubt arise* ?is to th« r©«l con-
dition that «j(is Ud at any polrru xn tif^c- durir>.g tl'i©
ttfttlng pTogrmA^ It Is tho author's firm opinion that
any ©rr®r introduced by th- ^ s:urc« is of small sig-
nificance ^nd docs not t^i4i to invalidate any of the
reauits of this theaia^ (S«e Appendix H) ^ The con-
dition had reached its v«>rst prior to test* on the
hydro foil a J and fyrthemiore, comparisons are made
again ;;t th© fin&l evalustior! of the totel reaiatance
coefficient of the roughened hullo Hence^ due con-
aidereticn for this condition has b«@n exerciseda
Tviming now to the other curves^^ it will be noted
that Figures X &n<i XI sr® rriereiy an evsluation of the
added resistance that is caused by th# support arts© of
the bow and atern hydrofoil support device®*, This
evaludti-m takes account of the roughened condition
of th© iTtOdelH bottom «s is Indicated by the curves
shown on the plotSa Those curves prQve thst the support
aanffiS do result in added resistsnise, ^n<l it -twuld be in-
correct to not consider this fact when analyssing th©
effects du€ to the hydrofoil alone*
Figures XII ^ XXII, and XIV could be co.-nbin^d into
ene single plat^ but th« rasuit would be e mass con-
fusion of 32 knot rancc intercept curves^ It will be
obsf:. .: ;. rnct th- /I'lt^ o; C^ ^t the ;/2 Knox raiige tor
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any particular condition bein<^ considered Is the desired
inforwation to be gained froiv. y.j. . .;'• '«.jiv'<s, ^4ot«^
tU%at aach curve has an identifying • whieh providaa
a key for establiihinq wh$t conditions applied tor that
curve^ (See Appendix D) <,
Figure XV, which ahov^a the •ffect of longitudinal
position on C- for the laO^ lo5# arid 2*0 inch fcilSp
muat not be considered at being indicative ai the best
results to be achieved with the stern hycirotoila* The
Curvaa on this -^lot are rerelv the result of vervinc ons
variable wnio-e uae oxher tmo variao. ic consxant
at values which are not necsaserily the optimura for the«,
Wtutt Is aignifl'^snt is thr; fart thst chcird length very
definitely do^. :. - vve ^.r. cit&cz on tn€< proper po6iti^.aing
of a stem hydrofoil;: As will be seen in Figure XVI,
when the chord length i"^ ... . 2d, th^ H^^drofoil should
be moved forfesj-d with respect to the AiUeii. Perpendicular*
Conversely, en increase in chord length requires tl"i&t the
foil be mdved further aft^ Of 6or.-e interest in Figure
XV i» ttjc hxmp thst occurs in the Cr. versus Longitudinal
Position cui^e for the 1»0 Inch foil* This hump is be-
lleved due to the fact thet when the 1*0 inch foil is
located at 09 15 feet forward of the A?'ter Penpendicuiar
it coincides, almost exactly with the lowest point in the
stem wave hollow. Therefore the local depth of sub-
mergence for the foil is not the optlssws 1 Inch^ but is
S;^h :-i r>^
i*- \o:» dd inn i«ey«





«onethirig lea* then this,. Figure XXI definitely ••<•-
ttbH2;hf>s that « submnroenrL' dfr> .t.h ]..^<i^ t.h.-r-r>nr- chorA
will r<jsuit in an inci©*we« \/»iu€» oL C-, h^jj'tce thii,
explanation for the hump seems plaueibie^
ifath the date g&lned ^rcf.: Figure XVI as to optimuBi
iongitudinsl position for the 1,0, la5, and 2.0 inch
foils it next followed that Figure XVII > C- versus
Hydrofoil Angis of Attack, would indicate tv^/o isiportant
pieces of inforotation* Thes^ are the optiiaum angle of
attack for each fell, and el&o whether or not any foil
when located at its optiroisT^ longitudinal position Qn4
optiRiiiBS angle of attack vv^^uld rssult in &' reduction of
the Rjodel's C» at th® 32 knot range., As ie quite readily
seen in Figure XVII neither the IcO, 1^5> nor 2»0 inch
stem hydrofoil succeeded in reducing the model ^s C- at
the 32 knot range.. It is to be remetabered that the foil*
were at their optimum longitudinal positi:.;ns, and -^lev
«t either one chord length or at. keel depth submergence,
which meant they were optimumly located from a sub-
mer^enc-s standpoint within tn& imposed limits thfct were
discussed in the p, Z., Therefore^ i>n ii^& basis
of Figure X^/II it apoeort^d that stem hv'drc foils could
not effect avi iJnprovfir:,i.iit in the wave .a^icxn;^ ciiaXiscter-
istlGsj of this particular models
Before terr-inatinn this discu^ssiftn of Figar« XVII,
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fjct that nagttive ir of tttdck for th«
three stern hydrofoil* cone5- " werr? fc^jnd te be
the optiau!a« While at fiji >. - >^a,as...v •.* .
unutual, actually it Is entirely tc- be expeci:e<i<.
Figiiro III shows thet this trt)nsofn-stejnfi model h««
fc ^„ ^jiiounced aft cut away are* thet begins near the
aft one third length of the hull. As o consequence,
the lines of flois? in this eft area mil tend to follow
thG upwdti'd svveep g* trie null-^ Tl-iei. «*0i-:-^ viftiiie s
negative angle of ettack with respect to the -efcter
eurfore rniaht c-xif t.. i;.-cally th^- onolc of attack wa«
po&itive cue to x.i»e G-.rection of flow gr ^ne i>^rc^.rr;
lin(!rt«
Krtiv it it: to be n.3t(5d in Fiyuie XVII that It ^ss
the *.^\) inch *'t€rn liycirotoii which resulttsu i/i xuc idw-
st C^ at its opti; igla of attacks, This fset gave
an impetus t>-- ton-hinv; ^ 3t*m hydrofoil lnv<^sti«-
gation.'i by *»-, aaaiysia oi tii^ results v^'dch wjuld be
caused by the 2^5 aiw^ 3*0 inch hydrofoils v?hen they
were located i;t their optimum positions,. In order to
predict these optimum positions it was therefore
nece&srry to develop Figure XVIII wiiich shovBU the
variations of optleium angle of attack wi U-i hyrirofoil
chord Isngth^ Befor© continuing t*he discussion of the
2,5 s^nii 3»0 inch foils, note in Figure XVIII that as
5S
.£
chord length incr«a8ec the optiraum angle of attack
changes from nagatlva to positive. Thla v<jould Indicate
that the larger folle axe influenced by a type of
•trees lin9 «d)os€ p^th diverges away from the u^ard
sweep of the hull and th@n tends to becone eiore nea>rly
parallel to tl^ie undisturbed v^ter surface. It is to
be recalled that Figure XVI indicated that the large
foils should be further eft of the a,P», and back in
this area the foil will ride in the wake of the modela
Figure XXVI showed this area to be cuit© disturbed fay
eddies| however, it is relatively level which would in-
dicate that an imaginary laminar str^aiQ line in this
turbulent aree would »?iost certainly not be directed
upward as is the case beneath the transom of th© faodel.
Hence the indication th. t large chord Ic-noth foils
should be set at positive attack angles is> quita
reasonable*
'"^sturning nov, to the 2^5 &nd 3oO inch stem foils,
t!i-3i.'' •: ptimufj poe-itions ware d@te:rTr;ined by extrapolation
on Figures XVI and XVIII, and Figure XXX shows the C~
versus V//L characteristics caused by these foilfca Also
shown for comparison purposes are the saaii characteristics
for the other foils when located at thieir optimiaia positions.
It is readily apparent th*vt the 2,5 &nd 3^.0 Inch foils
failed to meet expectations and that the 2,0 inch foil
«es in reality the foil of optlaaon chord length
o
ts IV
In Figure XX will be fouad « plot of item hydrc-
foll cViord lanath versus C , This r.ur^/& rfvor© clearly
e&tabii*hi;» th® i:.:-Ct %U< .^<,U incJ. cnorc stem
hydrofoil C6r.i« closest to achieving a reduction in the
Cj of the mo^el at the 32 knot rangeo Furthennore, the
curve also ahovs that the 2>,0 inch foil vvas the only
foil to achieve s reduction in wava makln^i realatanca*
The short daahed lines at eech chard length indicate
the value of C- that wae to be expected if the model's
wetted surface t*ad been increased by an ani^oiaRt e«}ual
to tl-uit of e«ch foii^ ^nd if the resistance caused by
the stem hydrofoil support aims was eiso added to this.
(For additional detsila, see Appendix F*)
The announced intentions of this thesis vNirt to
evaluate the effects of stern hydrofoils at both the
32 knot renge and tiie 1$ knot range g Folloiii^ing th«
unsuccessful att^apts to reduce C^ in the '}Z knot range,
it was dcjubtful vwfietlier any iajprovement «ouid b© achieved
in the 15 knot range^ Figur© XX has clearly indicated
tJ\at the increases in frictionai Btxii form drag resistance
as a result of the stem foils was in ail esses greater
than the redtiCtion in weve meking resistance* Therefore,
since the 15 knot range was characterizea by high frictionai
and low wave making resistance it sensed slmost certain
thatt no improvement was possible in fcii© 15 knot range.
Isirr^?: :s:
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by u2.« of $tem hydrofoils* In order to prove tli«
pointy data was tfik«in to provide the cuzve$ of
Figure XXI., Only the 1,0 end 3.0 Inch hydrotoils were
considered, since they would &erve to indie* te the upper
v\d lower limits of resistance ttiAt would result from «
eeaplete tot.tof ail five foil* in the f«milyv» These
foils were set at their optimum positions as found in
the 32 knot range analysis^ and b& can be seen in
Figure XXI no reduction in C^ at the 15 Knot range was
Indic&ted £« being possible^
One final poi^-.t of discussion with regard to stem
hydroioiis is centered upon tij© eriects ot sul>rnerij©nc©
depth on the performance of & folio As vi^s mentioned
if^ the PHQCEDIJR^ only the 1.0 inch foil was of srtall
enougii chord dimeni;icn to persD. '. - • '^ion ct tns desth
of submergence^ Figure :<XII sloows the re^iuits that wert
achle'ved vvt\en this foil v.'as tested at grester &T\d 1g?.!|
than ciO Chord length depths as compisi'^d with the results
achieved v>^en »et exactly at one chord length depth* As
thfl* curvi^s clearly show a submergence greater than ofie
Chord length is more haiiaful than a suteiergence less
tti&n one chord lengthf additionally, one chord length
appears to he the optimuEi depth of submergence tor a
hydrofoil to be efnpioyed as a v«ave making reduction
device*

A« the finiil phafce of t)ii» thftdis, a lir.iltecl in-
ve$tig3tion of result* to b© achieved with bow hydro-
foils was made in order to establish if vyave making
resistance caused by the for© body was susceptible to
reduction » Inasmuch as the 2o0 inch foil had given
the best eoiaparative results in the- stem hydrofoil
investigation. It was decided tQ w^q tiixs ioil in th»e
bow hydrofoil investigation
«
Figure XXIIl shows the intercept curves that were
used to establish the values ot C^ ®^ ^^*'^ ^^ knot range
for various positions of t^e bow hydrofoils A predicted
optitaum longitudinal position of th^ hyclrofoll was first
computedo (Se© Appendix Go) Th«reefti- vc^.i-c.:. longi-
tudinsi positions o' the hydrofoil were examined and
curve XXIV vas develoocd t-o .sha«fe- th© -ffcct of variation
of the ioncjitudinal posi-cxon upon 1-.-0 Iz is iatere^ting
to note that the predicted best pcssition was within 0»45
inches of the experiiuBntslly deterE^lned b«-st position.
Of particular significance ia. the shaip rise in Cj. that
occurred ndien the hydrofoil was positioned exactly at
the Forward Perpendicular^ Reference C'^) had established
the fact tl-ist a hydrofoil inovin9 through water at a sub-
mergence depth l^s& than one chord lengtli would produce
a surface disturbance imeaediately above th© foil*
«~61««"

Now tills v*ry sharp ris« In C». is ttttribut*<i! to th«
f«ct thst y^&n the 2o0 inch foil wa$ positioned exactly
•t the Forward Perpendicuia* 't wee at a eijbmergence of
I»76l Inches which wyes less th«n one chord len9tho More-
over^ at this particular position it ^fi^i immediately be-
neath the b\ilt>ous bovv of the Qaodel« Accordingly, the
effect of the hydrofoil was to csncel sonie of the bene-
ficial effect achieved by the wave reducing properties
of the bulbous bow. This cancellation was thus reflected
in an increase in th® value of C» at the 32 knot rangeo
Th^ angle of attack tests for the 2,0 inch bow
hyoroicil^ locsted at its optimuL. longitudinal position,
established the very unexpected fact l^at the best angle
of att^:?ck wes negative- end not oositive, (See Fiqur© XX^/«)
This is cescribed as rjeing unexp©Ct©o d^csuss Tcns optia'aun
longitudinal position was faund to be forv^ard of the
Forv.-ard Pependicular \yher@ th€' iir.os cjf flow are not
eiiect;ed in any way by the huxi as occurs^ uncer the after
body« It is cslear that the 2»0 inch bow hydrofoil failed
to ii^rove the wav® nsaking charact^^rlKtlcs of the- rrodelp
aad so the negative angle of attack C4a only <piain©d
by the fact th-t it imdoubtedly caused thi t forci drag*
A« will be seen in Figure XXV this optin igle was only
(-)Oo65 degrees which is quite small « l^etsrence (11)
indicates that t^i« M«A.C,A* foil number 63^-618 will
—62*'

produce the l©*i»t amount of form dra9 st a negative
•ttsck sngl* of one degrme^ hence, minlwliation of foira
drag required th't th« hydrofoil be ^t". nt a negative
angle of attack.
To conclude this cii»cu£6*i n attention it? en-. .
drawn to Figures XX &n6 XXV, As was previously mentioned,
the 2*0 inch st«m hydrofoil was the only hydrofoil that
ecfi : ' r^xng reductioHo For sii other foils,
the fact that the raeesured vslues of C- exceeded the
maximjBi expected increas©- in Cj at the X^i knot range re-
quires an expianatioru (Se® Figure XXo)
The only logical expianstion seems to be that th«
bow s,nd stexn hydrofoils r.roduced & form drag and a
feurfac© wave disturDsnc© wrach causeo tne xnci. •:.-. »ts of
added re$l£>tancea These incremants of s.di6&4 resistance
due to form drag &n6 surface wave disturbance were about
the s«me for the i«0 and ioS inch stern foilSg However^
for the 2,5 and 3oO inch stem foils these increiaents
tended to increase as chord length incressed* The con^
Stancy of the increments for the small c-r stern foils is
explained by the feet thvt the 1«5 inch foil had greater
wave re^^cing tendencies than the 1«.0 inch foii| however^
-^3-

the 1»5 inch foil al»o had gr»at©r fortn drag producin9
t6ndcmcl«ft \MMch upparantly equalled th^ wave reducing
tend@ncl«ei> Th« result w«a thirst the ch fell's
increffl*nt remained the »eme<. Mow in the ca&e of the
2*5 and 3,0 inch foils, they ¥fere csrrl^^r fnuch toe clos*
to thi;' v.ci';:; ;>\. : i ^c:'.^ v^dch : .:?ant tver-xntreesirig surface-
wave-^istyrbancc tencienci*; ^: ., A 'c'itionally, es thes« foils
increased in chord ien-^th th- v :. Iso increased in thick-
ness^ and c>:)n5'i::i;rentiy tner© was e progressive inc. •-:-:
in form drag. Th© ebcv©^ th«r©for«, is proposed «s
one explanation for the failures of stern hydrofoils to




The mos-t signiMcnt conclusion to b© dravwn fro«
thli lnv€£tig.;ition 14. tr...t before applying stem hydro-*
toils to a hull fozm a careful cvaiuetion of that form
must take placed In general, if the hull form is very
fin©-i4ned, and ir the stern wave disturbance is very
small cor?jpar©d to thrt of the bow, it is doubtful whether
fetem hydrofoils can achieve e reduction in wsve making
res-is tanceo In the model on which Mr* Koz-lovaski^ ^
applied s stern hydrofoil^ the iongitudinai coefficient
wae 0o639» For the model employ«:?d in this investigation,
the longitudinal coefficient was 0,572* Hence it i«
clear that stern hydrofoils sre not suitable for eppli-
cation to extreiTjely fine hull foiTns^
With regard to the Ufee of bow hydrofoile on this
particular hull form, it ep^ears on the basis of a very
iitnited investigation thet possibly no benefit will re^
suit from such use* But this foregoing conclusion is
subject to exception, for only one rectignguiar hydrofoil
shape was investigatedo Mr^ Seal &nc M^ , Zeks-y^ ' hi^ve
previously found that the swept back hydrofoil showed
Ei^re promise than rectangular shaped hydrofoils » Further-

moTBp the proe«tt of a bulbous bow and & hydrofoil
acting together, although not actuslly «» one unlt^
suggests the desirabilit'/ - " "urther investigationo
The conclusions to be dii : > regards chord
length, longitudinal po«ition, angle of attack, &nf^
depth of submergence of stem hydrofoils can only be
considered as being fully applicable to the hull form
under ecnsiderstioHo Since no benefit was achieved
by use of steni hydrofoils, the various tests carried
out cie rely served to indicate what was tiie proper value
of the variables so as to attain th« least deleterious
influence frore the foilo However, witJi tills reality in
mind, it was found that a foil having a (LBP) /(Chord
ttngth) ratio of 25o99 was beet* It is to be recalled
that Mr, Koxiowskl successfully employed © hydrofoil
whose value for that ratio was 24#00«
^*lth re$D©ct to longitudin/.l Dosition of the stem
hycToioil, it ..-,.; iDund thi':t tne proper positicn ;or
the hydrofoil of optimusa chord length (2 inches in this
casa) was at a position 1^0ii5(LBP) ^ft of the Forward
Pcrpsnoicuisr*
As regards angle of attack for the optimm foil,
the correct anqlfi' .Is b@®t describod bv the retlo,
(Keel cut aw«;y angle) /(hydrofoil &nqi^ oi attack).
This ratio is used becauso in the aresi iiwriediately be-
neath a transo st®m, the lines of flow for the water
HiiSiflf
passing along th» hull will ioiloi^* the general \jpvo.,<.
sw««l> of the underbodyo Hence, the best angle of attack
for a j»tern hydrofoil will be a function of the upsweep
of the hull and the flow linea i'ollowing this change in
form, Ths local direction of flow thus estabiiahe* the
proper '^n'^lf* of attack^ even though it may he neqative
wiLH rci>pcCt to the horisontal* For ti-tt: mcccx ui tni*
investioction, the ratio h«a been found to be (-)13<»
The mimjs sion., of ccurse^ indiC3.te-r> tiiat tho angle of
attack r. i" negative i.or the reasons -^iven aboveo
Concerning the optimuei depth of submergence, it
appears thj-t on© chord length is the- antimtasn dentho
More haxT/rful effects will result from picciny !:U'5S loii
too deep than will result froffs loc£tinc it at lesa than
one chord lenath in dcnthc
^67-

A« was •videnced by the data obtained tor the
2 Inch stem hydrofoil, «nd ai«o as « result of
Mr, Kozlov%ski*s work^ •', It ha« definitely been es-
tablished that stern hydrofoils will red\ice stern
wave m«icing resist^jnceo The degrfSG of reduction appears
to be & function of the hull foxh: qi ui& va^^el being
considered*
In order to verify this last st^teiss-nt^ it is
sugjo^tic tn«t the lines iox a iuxi ,n:^„.^ anip niiVxnq
the s&nie displr cement an<i wetted surli. ;.he proto-
type In this investigation be developed^ This of course
wiij. sfKsrttsr, bearaier, and possibly deepe^r null form*
After the rned^l for thi« new forui has been built,
it is recofwaended thst a hydro f oil from the fardly tested
in this thesii. ttisn ba attached to the ste2:n ax this, nmn
Gjodeij It is further recomsejided thot the sixe of the
iBodel should be considerec very c«jr©fully before devaiop-
roent oi tiie lines in oi^der to closely epproxirr.ate the
(tBP) /(Chord iengtiO ratio of 24 to 26o
As a first trial ^ the selected hydrofoil might be
positioned on the basis oi the experiment^!! results





As a final word of advice, it U x« coirtiuonded thiit
extesne care b® exercised in the dtUgn of a touing
bracket i>» w«U «ft for ^ support device for tiie
hydro-
foilu Any laodel tow«d at high »p««<i in
the .VuI.T.
Towing Tank is subject to po.sibl* yawing if the
tawing
bracket is even slightly mi&<-=»ii'^"'' '•
Further, if the hydrofoil is not completely
level
in the ..ransversa diri^ctlon. It will
act like ^n airplane
vdng ^ich h^s a dihedral angU in one v^ing but
none in
the cth^r. Tl^e result Is thst the moded is
caused to
heel uec.u.e the components of lift are
not symmetrical
and tand to produce an unb&lanc^^d heeding
mnmt.
In conclwcdon^ it i^ recomende<! that
©xtrwae c^r*
' 4. '.^i.^*. -^^/ft ir.eid«. o-^ the R!!Od©l d^v whilebe exercised to iceep *>.n^ .iri>&.iafc w.. ^.s-c,
i!.wv»i!»-*.
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Characteristics of ti^del DBtB-DD 33k end
Model 17 of Mro Ko2io¥#skia

Characteristics of is^odcl DTMB-JDD yyii (/.SVuTransom Gtarn)
itei JMtl







0»M6 fto 53»5 ft,
O.U*? fto 17,6 ft.
7«63 lb« } ,^/o 654^0 tons £.W.
2«028 »q,ft« 29200 aq.ft,
2<,920 knots 32 »0 knott
Designed Speed Length Ratio » 184-02










Characteristics of Moc^el 17 (Destroyer) used by
Mr. Koziowski
IXm --- Ms^si IMfiL^
Length between perpendiculars 5o5 ft* 369 ft*
B«Mi O0604, fto 4.0 o 5 ft.
Draft 0«2i6 ft^ 13^4 fto
Displacement 2i»09 ib«F.W<, 28M Tons S.W.
Wetted Surface
(s) Naked Model 3<.524 sq^fto lt;,S60 M|»ft4
(b) .Model ¥d.th Hydrofoil 3a680 scoft* 16^564 sq«ft»
Dedi^ned Speeti 4o^^' knots 35 knots
Designed Spc?ed Length Ratio =^ lo82
Longitudinc-i Coefficient « 0^639
^j^—« :« 56^3
/ L O




N,A,CeA„ Air Foil Shan«s Eecom«i«nded for Hydro-
foil rits«2srch«
iI^MiL
List of N,A,C*/'.. Air Foil :Shap®s Gultiblc for Uc»
in Hydrofoil Research
The followifsg U^A^C^fi^^ shapes hove chftxact^risticft
cioGeiy wpproxim«ting thou.5j s^' i-^ «.;.*...•, A * foil number
63o-^lS«' '^^« pag© nuBsiber fdllowir.g each foil is the
location of data for th© foil in N,A*C.A, Keport Moo 824
of 1945*
1. N.A.C,A» 4412 Pa 141
a« 635-"'--15 167
















Dttaiis of N.A.C.A, Foil Nco 633-6.1(1
(a) Explanation 0/ d©«ignation«
(b) Basic offset constants for
foil 3hap0«
(c) Lacation of foil support
points,
(d) Use of »anditrips on foiiSo
*I
i5i£IiiH£:I2L&
Dtttiiils of N./.r.A. F-oll Noo 632-61S
A. Expianatlon of Dosiqn:3tion 63 s-6iS
Th« nu«b«r« ar« trAAtttii in the order in which thty
appear from left to righto
68 This is the series d^signetioH;*
3« This denotes th« chordwis© position
of rainirai^Ei pressure in tenths of
the chord behind the leading edge
for the basic syiametrical section
at E«3ro lifta
Subscript 3« A N,AX,Ao identifying
nuiaber which indicetss the low
drag r^ng© to distinquish th© foil
froiii* eariie-r »irfoiis«
6« This is the design lift coefficient
in tenths*
lit These two digits indieate th« airfoil
tlsickness in per cent of the chords
B« Im; - ^'•---'- •:[--':— \- - -d In. Arxivin.Q
First, It is necessary to define two ttxms*
M«an Lines This is s line which lies mldviray b«twe«n
V^.Q U|>per ^n6 lower surface of the foll<»
It does not colncid« with t; ' ~rd line
unless the foil is ® synau^ti . shspe^
-75-
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Basic Thickness Forms This is a term used to describe
the thicknesi of the foil at
'-'-''''-
-:i --- the r- =*-^G., Th«
or X ate
..hes tiie po&iticn of a
r
*-
- iine« The y
te£ the syraniVtricaX
thickns&fi sboui: Xh9 rneun line along
a line -.-•-'.-•--• --^ j^ to t*-- '-.".an
line* 'i //sssafi 1. ^ii tha



















fas;j.c .T^.lcl^n^ss ?^<;>r^ ^ta

















The ailove x and y coordinates are- expressed aa per-
centagea of the cliord*
Additicnailys
Leading Edge Radius «' 2«12^. of chord
Slope of Radius Through L^&ding Edge ^ 0v*2527^ of c)-M>rd<
«*^6<->

Tho sh;-.':« r.f a N»A,C.Ao 63..--61B fall r;3y be sc-en in
i-iguie V, in t^.e torcgrouna o; thife ii; - ^e
•ten an unfinished 1»0 inch chord foil «& it ia received
after cutting in the Sioan Labor;- tory ?.'?ichl'^ft r>iop9
Co Lfl<^^U9r^ 9^ SyppQ^t ?<^%^%^ ^'q^ Mn .JJLs.
For £li foils t}ie support point wa» locsted on the
mean line at 25% of the chord ©ft of the leading edge*
This position roughly approximates tne general longitudinal
location of the center of lift as the angle of att«ick is
variedo All longitudinal positions of the foil i^efer to
the location of this support pi>int»
J>« WA, ,q,.^ >^fn4^trjvp& .,sfL HydrofoU^
The question aroae as to the need for sandstrlps
on the hydrofoils in order to insure turbulent flow con-
ditions around the foil> For tests xn the 32 knot range^
the local Reynolcs number for tiie ;-'. inch foil was 7a 75 x
lO^Q At this particular range of Reynolds number the
fricti^nel resistance coefficient for laminar flow is
gx-er.uoi ta^a thst for turbulent flov^c Accordingly^, by
not using sands trips and eilo^ving laminar flow on the
sufomeraed hydrofoil,, the ^josstbla beneficial results
produced oy x^ie hydro loii are pensliiec.. Tr:e Tf^iixx^x is
-77-

a gr««ter ptrceni.^^:.-' ..-ount ot jeiistanc., ...j^ed -y
friction than v^'ouid be the cas« for full »lzdd tux--
byl«n^ /-.nnditionis. Accordingly, if the hydxofoils
did prociiicc ; icial results in th© mod«l tests^
on* would know thiit even bettor results wer« posslbi®
in tiie full BizB shi-- ^,^--* conditions were turbulent
and a eir.aller ixic-cx.:.-ricx uosfiicient sxistedc
»78*~

Test Data m^ Calculated Result*

I£ST NO,,!
Date 8 12 February X954
T^taperatur* of Water j otS^i- (The water in tht M.I.To
Towing Tank i s fresh_water)
P\;rpcse of Test: Evaluation oi C-.V6r»u» V//L tor unaand*^,
naked hulio






Run Speed ' . - tanc* at
r-^o. Cibs/i (knots) (ibsa 7C*r v//t
I 0»010 0.615 0«»D06 2 ft 728 0,296
2 Go020 0,770 0^016 4»671 0„370
3
*i -, o ^ Go946 0.026 5-035 /", ; .;"' f^
4 - iai7 0,035 5,000
5 0^050 la 270 e«045 4*942 0,610
6 0.060 1^407 0,055 4.904 0,676
7 0«070 1«536 0,065 4.f59 0,73s8 /% .."\ r^ /-^ 1.651 0a075 4»fc^47 /• * *.-, ->
9
" lo760 O.OM 4*S2a J
iO oaoo loS70 0.094 4«S73 0,899
ii oaio lo96;^ O0IO4 4.793 0,943
la 0.120 2a057 oau 4«776 0,9S9
13 0.130 2ol4X oa24 4.792 1,029
14 0,140 2,227 oa34 4«782 1,070
15 oaso 2*292 oa44 4«849 laoi
16 oa6o 2^365 oa54 4<»B6B 1,136
17 oa7o 2*425 oa64 4*932 1,165
18 oaBo 2*473 oa74 $a029 1,188
19 oa9o 2o523 oa64 ^ 5ao6 1,212
20 0,200 2«56e oa94 5,200 1.234
21 o«ao 2«607 0,204 5,304 1,253
22 0<,220 2e645 0»214 5«407 1,271
23 Oo230 2 a 682 0«223 5u504 1,289
24 0*2S0 2«635 0.273 6 s032 1,362




Dstes 20 F-abruary 1954
Temperature of Vfsterj ^ '' '^'"F
_
Purpose o" Test? Conipi'^ . of the C-. versus V//L test
;or unssndcdj naked hulls





ir - -1- _ ^ Cr^x 10^
Run >» So«ed Rg... .;C© at
No.
.
...(Ib5ll..__. (knots) (Ib&J 70**F. v//i:
I 0,095 loSlS 0.090 4<>795 0.874
a oaoo l«37i 0.094 4.776 0.899
3 oao5 1*915 0.099 / — ^'. '"' ''. '""
4 oai5 2,274 0.139 i-i,. - . -*.
5 Ool50 2,320 0,144 4*73« 1.115
6 0<»155 2.350 Oo 149 4<.775 1.129
7 0<.240 2*710 0*233 5*640 1.302
a 0«250 2,742 0.243 5«745 i.3ia
9 0^260 a«770 0.253 5.859 1.331
XO 0*270 2*794 0,263 5.990 1.343
li . 0^290 2,853
^
0,283 6.160 1.373
12 0.300 2.901 0.293 6aS9 1^394
i3 Oa.310 2,920 0.303 6.317 i.403
i4 0,320 2*971 0.313 6.297 1.428
15 0^,330 2^993 0.323 6»400 1.436
16 0.3A0 3.033 0.>333 6 « 4*^4 1.45a




Datei 21 February 195A
Temperature of Water t 68«S*F,
Pu-roofee Of Te»tJ Evaluaticn of ac<ri<><i
from stern 1









runs l-*6. Figur® X, curve 2*
Kuns l^lh^ Figure XI ^ curve 3»
Applied Total C^ X 10^
Run Force Speed Resistance St
No» QbSa) (knots) abs,) 70^ F, V//L
X 0,0i^ 1*0M 0a035 :..784 0c502
2 0*050 la 190 Oo04.5 5«684 0o572
3 Oc,055 la260 0,^050 5«620 0,606
\
0,060 io325 0a055 5.5^8 O0637
Oo065 lo386 0*060 5*562 0»666
6 0,070 ioU8 0*065 5»513 O0696
7 0,270 ^o747 0,263 6^220 1.320
8 0,290 2 c 810 0,283 •6«397 1.350
9 0o300 2o838 0.293 6e490 1.364
10 0o3i0 k^W^ 0»303 60 567 1,379
11 0«320 2«897 0.313 6v652 lo392
12 Oo330 2.926 0.323 6.725 1,406
13 0v340 2»957 0*333 6^788 1U21U 0*350 — - -t•> 0«343 60B23 1,438






V»t0t h March 1854
3 of \if8t«ri 67*F
'r .^.-...v-.^ V'. Tests Evslti.'-^"^-' '-- "'^^-"^ resistance clue to
attac >:. to nakec hulls






















































































































































































Dat«t 20 March 195i^T—•>-- ^..v.* Qf Water I ^•' .,:"•'•' P.
>
r Tests D«tei ion of optimum longitudinal
pojiiti VI ior the 2 inch starn il,
vith «^ •= +7**. "^^' ' « k»el der-
ail runSo 'i 3 on bow<» x-t
devic* St stexTu
Details &n6 Location of Each Plots
Hunt 1-5, for 1=0.^063 tto F.A.P,, curv» 5
Buns 6-10, for i»0*032^ ft, A»A»P., curve 6
liuns 11-15, '^^r I^' ' ? ft, F.A.P., curve 7
Runs 16-20, ior 1 . :. it» A,A,P«, c-urv« 8
Each of the Above Curves will be found in Figure XIVo
/-^-'-d •Tr --- C^x 10^






X 0*370 2*855 0,363 7,869 1,372
a (•'-3'.<0 2,911 0,3S3 7,9B3 1,3-
3 0,40a 2*937 0.393 S,,050 l,4ii
4 0.410 2,960 0.403 8,127 1»422
5 0*4^0 2.99.0 0,413 8oi62 1»437
6 0,420 3..009 0,4X3 8,058 1,4^.6
7 o«4lo 2«965 0«403 ^.hy- 1,4. :
8 0*400 2 0.393 l.y--) i«4X7
9 0.390 k . , 0,383 7,9..v 1,403
10 0.370 2,866 0,363 7,809 1,377
11 0«370 2,S48 0,363 7,907 1.36«^
12 0.390 2.905 0,583 s,o;..3 i«.




1,4^0U 0»410 2,961 0,403 ^ 1,423
15 0*420 2,9Sa 0,413 8,173 1 ,436
16 0«420 2,989 0,413 80I68 1,436
17 0,410 2,963 0,403 8,111 . 1,424
18 0*400 2,93B 0,393 l,4i^'-
19 0*390 2,910 0,3^3 ^ 1,,':












Dfttes 2i March X954
TwRpexature cf Water t 63o5'F*
Piirposft of Tc3t8 Determination f optieium longitudinal
po&ition for the 1»5 inch sttm h, . ilj
with o(- ^7"^-" ' - c^ ke«l d^t^t^
all runSo on bow» rt
d«vice at st&rno
Det^slis and Locsticn of each. Plots
huns 1-5, f r 1^0.063 fto F.A.P,, curve 9
Runs 6-10, for 1 A.A»P., curve 10
Runs 11-15> for ^ -v ,. .... .. *-« F.A.P,, curve 11
Runs 16-20. for i«0^l3S ft, A.A.P., cui-ve 12
Each of the Above Curves will be found in Figure XIII,
Applied Total Cp X
10-^
Bun Fore® Speed Resistsnc© at ^^m
No. (Xbso) (Knots) (lb£«.) 7G«»F, v/Zi
1 O^AOQ a. 951 0.393 7.995 1.4id
2 0*390 2.920 0«,383 7.959 1.403
3 Go 370 2,695 0.363 If
.' r-. •
4 0^410 2,980 0.403 .' i*/;32
5 Oo360 .2o835 Oo353 7.782 U362
6 0.360 2*834 0.353 7«786 1.362
7 0,370 2.060 0.363 7<.S64 i.374




9 0v400 2.945 0.393 ^- .^ „ -•- —. 1,415
10 o^Aio 2.974 0«403 aa072 1^429
11 oaio 2,975 0«403 8,066 1.430
12 Go400 2o94V 0,393 aoOi5 io4i6




U Oo370 2*857 G.363 , ^ ,;^- ^. ^^ i.373
15 Oo360 2„$26 0«353 7o832 1.358
16 0,360 2«805 0^353 7.899 i«34S
17 0.370 2^832 0.363 7o969 1.361






19 0.400 2o9i6 V ^^ ^ ^ V — -. i i «, 401






Purpose of Tests Deterudnstton of the optimum angl^ of
attack for the l„5 incn stem hydrofoil
with l»0o05 ito i-»P.P,, and h = keal depth,
for all runs a Sands trips on bow« Support
device at stem»
Details and Loceti n o; Each Plots
nuns 1-4, for ^ ^ G®^ curve 13
Buns 5-^, f «^ • 3*# curve 14
Runs 9-11, .:.^'<- 5*, curve 15
Funs 12-15, for <*<« -i<,18*| curve 16
Each ©4 the Abov?j Curves will be found in Figure XIII*
Applied T- ^ ^ 1 Cj X 10^
Ruri Force Sj»eed R€-- .-. '..
No, (Ibsj
0*360
f • -.£) (ib^.J 70»i'. v//jf
1 2.S87 0.353 7.1 1.387
a 0,370 2.915 0o363 7.537 lo401
3 0.390 2.970 0.333 7,706 1.427
4 0.400 3«005 0.393 7.720 irt444




7 0»370 0.363 7.7/,:- 1.387
8 0.360 2.85B O0.353 7,6'.; 1.373
9 0<.360 2.836 0.353 7.7:: 1.363
10 0.370 2.861 0.363 7*879 1.375
11 0.390 2«919 0«383 7.983 1.403
la 0*400 3*007 0.393 7o710 1.445
13 0*390 2,979 0,383 ' 7.659 1.432U 0*370 2o925 0o363 7o53l l.t06






Dfttttt 26 March X9U
T«mper4ture of W»tcr« 66* F»
Purpose of Tests Conr*! "tion of te^.ts for fli#t#ypf?inincj th«
lfl5 inch
and h • . d«;.th, for ell runs. Send-
stxips on tx>Wo Support devide at ste3m»
Details and Location oi Each Plots
Runs 1-5, for «'«-3olS*^ curve 17.
Huns 6-9, tor ^a«.$oiB**, curve 18,














1 0,360 2,895 0.353 7.491 1.391
a 0^370 2.910 0.363 7.621 1.398
3 0,390 2.975 0.3S3 7,686 1^430
A 0o400 3«.003 0.393 7.737 1.443
5 0«370 2.915 0.363 . 7.594 1.40X
6 Ov360 2,891 0.353 7.509 1.389
7 0,.370 2«913 0,363 7.605 1.400
8 0*390 2,966 0.3B3- 7.734 1.425
9 0*400 2*989 0.393 7.814 1.436
•S6**

D«t«l 27 March 1954
T«ii^;>«ratui*« of Waterf 6 «
Purpose of Jf^tt a, Coi . :^. ,tion of octlmum angle af attack
tcot'5 for the lo5 inch $tem hydrofoil^
with 1 --=^ " fto F />•?•* *^ =^ ->2,18»,
h = Keei - ' «ie« rur,'- j- '_ '.r, lifted
below*
B» Br .*. £w<^iii«ii
p©.„.- . : -^ .- -.0 inch stern
hydrofoil ^ith h = 1 inch submergence^
and c^ - -2,1S*{ dee runs $«29u
Details and Location of Eech P3.ot8 Huns 1-4 r '''" • lo5 inch
foil, see A, above, pi. ss
curve 19 in Figure XIIIo
The follov^ing runs pertain to the laO inch stem
hycirofoili their curves will be found in Figure XIl,
.^jr-
-9o tor 1 w 0«15 ft* F,A,?«, curve 20
jAi- 10-14 for 1 » 0,25 ft« ?\f^^P^, curve 21
. vn^ J.5-19 for 1 ^ 0*35 fto F,A.P«, curve 22
Huns for 1 » 0q425 fto FoA*P«, curve 23
?^uns ;_"-»;. for 1 ™ 0«150 fto F.A,P«, curve

























































T£ST N0« 9 (continued)
D»t«« 21 March 1^51,
Applied C^j. X 10^
Ft\j« Fore© Sp^ed R€.- . ..rice fit




H 0..370 2 '^"'' 1.410
12 OcoSO k. 7,557 1*423
X3 0. 390 2o9o9 7,618 1»436U M 3,012 7,694 1«447
i5 2.900 7U67 i«393
16 0.,370 2o930 Oc,363 7o517 1*408
17 Oc.380 2*952 Oc.373 7^609 1.419
1$ 0.,385 2.974 0.»378 1.429
19 r. ;n.-^, 3*012 0.»393 7^694 1*447
1,38120 2e.873 Oc.353 7o609
n n '3'7n 2*902 n -•Ai 7*668 i«395
zz 2.935 ,- 7,906 1*410
23 0.,JyO 2.959 0...^>63 7,776 lo422
24 ,' !" •"% 2o9S9 0..393 7«81S la436
25 2uS98 0<>353 7o477 1.393
26 0. 370 2 a925 '\f<i.363 7^545 1,406
27 0..380 2<,939 0.>373 7,678 1.412
2S 0..390 2981 0,,3S3 7^660 iv432







Dttti 28 Merch 1954
Temperature of Watert 66»8*l
Purpose of Tests
:: _. ...._ . ., , -.t.r>rn
hydrofoil with h == 1 inch t .ce.
•M v^ -2ac®., :itripS Gii L>0>VV9
Support devic,^ r,-^:
Details end Locdti >n of Each Plo^ti
Runs 1-5, for 1 ^ U ^ * \. 4» A.A.Po, cuxve 25
Rims 6-10 for 1 - 0.15 tU A. A, P., curve 26
Runs 11-1 fj for 1 =^ 0.30 iU A«A«P., cuxve 27
Fiuns 16-19 for 1 ^ 0.20 ft. F.A.Pq, curve 28
Each of the Above (Zurvez will b® found in Figure XII
v
Applied Total C^ X 10^
Run Force Speed. ce at
Nq. (lbs.) (knots)
,V,-^ •';;•;„' / .,-,,- 70»F. ^/A
1 0.360 2o899 0o353 7*475 1«393
2 0.370 ^o926 0^363 7*543 1^406
3 0.,3S0 2.955 0*373 7.596 i,4i^0
4 0.390 2*990 0*3B3 7,615 1»437
5 0*400 3o017 Q«393 7.670 1*450
6 0«360 2oBBB 0,353 7«534 1,338
7 0*370 2o9i5 0,363 7*601 1.401
8 0.380 2.943 0^373 7.659 1,414
9 0.390 2^,969 0.383 7*726 1*427
10 Oo400 2«994 0o393 7.793 1,439
11 0,360 2oS76 0«353 1»382
12 0a370 2a89B 0«363 ( V ''V,' 1»393
13 0<,38Q 2«925 0*373 7.756 1*406
14 0.390 2o950 0*383 1.418
15 0^400 2.976 0.393 i ^ _>o> 1.430
16 0^360 2o9i7 0.353 7o3SO 1«402
17 0.370 2.946 0.363 7.43a 1*416
le Oo330 2.972 0«373 7u509 1.428













Determlnati n of the optimura angle of
' ttack for the ic»0 inch stem ! ; -''li
: th 1 K 0,20 ft* h^A.P,. and .
incli submergence^ for all runs* S^nc-^










Hxms 13-16 for«f« 4® ^ cyrve 32
Each 01 tn& Abov® Curves vyiil be found in Figure XII,
Applied Total C^ X
10-^
Run Force Speed Resistance at
No. (lbsJ (knots) (XbSa) 70' F. v/yi,
1 0*360 2,889 0,353 7,527 1,3S8
2 0»370 2^917 0,363 7,590 1,402
3 0o390 2.962 0,383 7,763 1,423
4 0^400 2,993 0,393 7,798 l,43S
5 Oa360 2.902 0,353 7,458 1.395
6 0o370 2,930 0,363 7,522 1,408
7 Oo390 2^980 0,383 7,668 1,432
8 0;,4(>0 3»012 0,393 7,697 1,447
9 0,360 2«a7S 0o353 7,586 1,333
10 0.370 2.S98 0^363 7,693 1,393
11 0*390 2o950 0,3S3 7,828 1,4X8
12 0#400 2o980 0,393 7,869 1,432
13 0»360 2«835 0,353 7,ai7 1,362
14 0^370 2,864 0,363 7,886 1,376
15 0^390 2«917 0,363 8,010 1,402
16 0*400 2.940 0,393 8,oa8 1.413
*90«

Dates ^ April X954
TM^Mtratu e o f Waters




V//L at 32 V- . . . •,.
sandstri'js and 1
only» T
is at Ow-..' ^
Funs 6^10^ , a
V/yL Ot : *r»it





luctlcm of C-. ver«u»
h sand&trlp$ only.
C« Buns il-^iS^ Evalijiv^tion ©f varying
01






iaO inch stey.. ...
on bow« Support e
Each Plott
Runs l-»5> curve 33^ F
Runs 6-10 5 curve 34#
inch foil ot 1^ rto
h =s keel depthv wv.v.vw 35
inch foil at 1 ^ 0o20 fU F.A.P,^









ioeoi, one chord lengtho Curve 36j, Figure XXII,
Applied Total C^ X
10-^
Run Force Spe^.&d Re sistance St
No, (lbs.) fknots) ^Xi>s*), 70»F. V//I
I 0«400 3aio 0.393 7o215 1.494
1.3962 0.330 2„904 0^323 .-" fi f •!
3 Oo320 2.375 0.313 1.382
t
0*340 2*927 0.333 6«90g 1.407
0*3f>G 2^956 Ov343 6.967 1.421
6 0»300 2*851 0.293 6.4X0 1.370
7 G.310 2*881 p -...'-, ./ '" •'• 1.384
1.396$ 0*320 2»906 -._
9 Ov330 2^936 0^^23 6.6!>S 1.4X1






IZ 0«370 7.5S1 1«402
X3 Oo380 2.940 0«373 7.671 1.4X3
X4 0»390 2o953 0.,383 7.809 1.4X9






1.425X7 0,380 0.373 7.532




D«t«« 5 l-y.:Ll 1954
Tr'"*'"-;3tux« of Viet'-'-*? ^'vc'r
P. 3 of Tests of #v«luftion of ^trying
thv ::e of the
IwC .11^ ^-"^" trips
ori . > tt
D«t«ll9 and Location oi Plots f.uns i-6, 1^0 incti loil
at 1 « '• ' ^ ^v *» ^^ " '"j^lB^,
h » 0»6 iSw












1 0«350 2*884 0.343 7o342 i»386
2 0.370 ;i,937 0,363 7.436 l»41i
3 0<,380 2*963 0,373 7*556 1^4^4
4 0.390 2.993 6<,3S3 7o602 1.433
5 0.360 2,907 0*353 7*4-^4 Xo397




Ditej 10 April 1954
Toinper«tur« of Water t 66,5«F,
Purpose of Tests A» r.unb 1-5* Re-cvaludtion of C- ver«ue
V/>/T .-t tlv. 15 • : "^ ^' -^J
sendSfd inodel* I ^ ydro-
foil suppoiii device are attached to
th€' model •
B* Run^6~10, He~ev8lu£tion of C versue
V/>/ 1 i,t th<; 15 knot rangr ^ ' •
sanded irtodel, with stern 1, - -.1 supr^ort




i^uns_il-15. Evaluation of C- versus
V//L at the 15 the
ioO Inch stern h^ - ._ -id at
its optimum position, i«®o, 1 = 0»20
fte r,A.P,, h = 1 inch submergence
&nd '^ = -3ol8*-
f^xm.^ 16-35^ r jn of the
optimum angle ,_ ....... for the
2o0 inch stern hydrofoil with
1 ^ 0«05 ft« A.A.P., end h « keel
depth, for all runse -Ssndstrips
on bow, support device at stern
«
Buns_ 36~39f Evsiui^tion o f C- versus
V//L wt the 32 knot rang® for tlie
3*0 inch stern 1 oil located st
its optimum pQ&t\.^..>^^ i«.So,
I =^ 0,175 ft, /..A.P»5 o<' :s 3«» and
h iK keel depth, for all runs* Sand-
strips on bow^ support device at
»t@m«
Hunsi_40-44'^ Evaluttloa of C^ versus
V/y/L it the 15 knot ranqe for the
3eO inch stern h oil located
at its optimufim d^v. ,=.^.Lon, i.e*.,
1 « Ool75 fto A*.A,P«, ^ « 3®, and
h = keel depth, for all i-unSo Ssnd-





Datet 10 April 195^
Purpo»e of T©6t8 Gc ('una 45-49, Evalu«ition of C^ versus
V//T <it th? 32 - for thfi
3w5 inch stern I >.-^ loc?^ ted at
its optimum oosa . :l,.eo>
1 =» Oa25 ft. Aa/^..P., o( = 1»^
h - keel depths
Details and Location oi Eech Plot?
46,
iiuns 4ti-44^ curve 4'7> - -^





Applied T----^- Cj X 10^
HiJBI iorce sp««d R:- . .since at 0^^»
No. (lbs*) (knota) (it-s^X 7Q^r% \r//l
1 Do070 1.316 0^065 6«693 0<,632
a 0,075 1.333 0o07D 7.015 Oo6l
y p
. \ f-?. -'i 1.440 0*075 6.430 OoCt'.C
A 1.373 0o069 6.518 O066O
3 0*07S 1,4^9 0,073 6»355 0,687
6 0.078 1*394 Oa073 6.691 0*670
? 0«080 1.4^1 0«075 6v6U 0*'^ :
gt 0,075 1.365 0o070 6,691 0^U
9 0.074 1.350 0,069 6.745 0»'
10 0,070 io301 0«065 6^847 0*6..;;
11 0^080 1,310 0^075 7o795 0*630




'' ^- l^iS Ov085 7a5-9 0<»6Sl
U 1^4'^ 0*090 7.390 0^707





*..a tws; 10 April 1^54
i '«j
'"^- V 10^









16 .370 2.958 0^363 1.421
17 0<»3S0 2,983 0*:; 7.469 1 a 4^4^
18 o<>360 •t , 0,. 7o338 1.407
19 0«.350 1 u -- ., w 0«... 7.294 lo392
20 0. 350 2«875 Oa ,;i.V-' 7*400 1.3S2
21 0..360 2*903 0»353 7.. 4-70 1*395
22 Ov,370 2,931 o«36:-. 7.531 1.408
23 Oc»3ao 2,963 Oa! . 7o571 1,424
24 0..350 2.835 0, -,. 7.613 1.362
25 Oc.360 2*863 o... . 7«680 1.376
26 0..370 2*893 0.363 7.736 1.390
27 0,.380 2^920 0-^v., 7,796 io403
23 0.,350 2,899 O.J.:'.: 7.276 1.393
29 0..360 2a928 0,;:.;; 7.338 1.407
30 0<.370 2«960 Oa^v,-,.- 7^382 1.422
31 0..3S0 2.990 7»432 io437
32 0.,350 2<,89i 0,^.;. 7.319 1.389
33 0,.360 2,920 0.35> 7o380 1„403U 0.,370 2.950 o«::c.., 7,433 la413
35 0,.330 2.982 0,>v^ 7*473 1.433
36 0..350 2^812 0«3^") 7«740 1.351
37 0,.360 2^840 0,.^:. 7«805 i<.365
n Oc.390 2^923 o,j£: 7a990 1.405
39 0.410 2.975 Ooi.'J ,- 8.115 1.430
40 0.»ii5 1.479 oai: S.954 .ni




43 0,.lis 1^508 oaii: 8.810 0.725
u 0,.108 l,,-'-^- O.iJ; 9.275 /•. -.* f: -
45 0..3^0 ^•- - . ^ 0«3'/.' 7o600
46 0..380 e.- V »7 '.: , <r 1.390
47 0,.370 >•' -.. ., 0«3^''... 7.572 1.405
48 0..390 2«981 0.;: 7.681 1.432













.:i.th *»^~~ ©• and
cl.l .n.!ns« Sanci-
Runs 17-32, DetenTiination of th«
©ptimum angle of attack for thd
2,0 in '- :'-;rofoll with
1 w 0^ „P», h » ke«l d«pth,
for all runs 9 Sandstrlps on bow»
Supj^ort devic© at bow„
Runs 33-36* Evaluation of Cj ver»u$
V/ L at the ":•' ^•'"at range f'- ''•"e
sanded n>od«l^ . the bow h\ oil
support device attached at l'^* 0,15 ft*
F.FjP, Ho hydrofoils attached*
0«tail& and L^jcation of Each Plots
Runs i'-^ij 1 * 0«^0 fto r»F.?*, curve ^9
a
5«-S^ 1 » 0*30 ft„ FeFoP*^ curve 50o
.„... 9-12, 1 « OelO fto V.T^P^^ curve 51-
Huns l>«i6_,i ^ at F<.Po /-i.vir** «;5..
"- -' °^ =^
-30 Ig-^
Runs 25-28, V » 1*,
Huns 29-32, Of a 3»
All of the above curve

















































T;:;.-! :40o 1.5 (continuod)
D«t«8 11 April 195ii
Applied Total C^ X
10-^
Bun Fore© R€;&istartC(^ at ^^^
No. (lbsJ (knots*^ (lb4.) 70«Fo V/^/L
6 Oo360 2,875 0,353 7,616 1,382
7 0*360 2o937 0,373 7,706 1,411
8 ouoo 2.998 0,393 7,789 1.441
9 0,340
0,360
2,3*4 0,333 7,447 1,357
10 2,888 0^353 7,549 i„388
11 Oo380 2,945 0,373 7,664 1,415
12 0«400 3,003 0,393 7.763 1<»443
13 0^340 2„720 0,333 8„032 1,307
lA 0,360 2,776 0.353 80 172 1,334
15 Do 380 2^828 0,373 8.318 1,359
16 0v400 2,882 0,393 8,440 1,385
17 Oa340
0.360
2,805 0,333 7,551 1,34s
18 2,865 C "'-'" 7,669 1,377
19 0.380 2*920 c 7,800 1,403
20 0,,400 2o977 0,393 7.903 1.431
21 0*340
0^360
2,627 0,333 7,430 1,358
22 2,889 0,353 7,542 1,388
23 Op 380 2,952 0,373 7,628 1,418U 0^400 3.011 0,393 7,723 1,447
25 0«340 2,808 0,333 7<,535 1,349
26 0o360 2,871 0.353 7,63i i«3eo
27 0«380 2,930 0,373 7.743 1,40s
28 0,400 2,991 0.393 7,826 1.437
29 O034O
0*360
2.744 0.333 7,889 1.319
30 2,802 0,353 8,023 1,346
31 0,380 2,865 0,373 8,104 1,377
32 0,400 2<»923 0,393 8,201 1-405
33 0,320 2.877 0,313 6,743 1,382
M 0,340
0.360
2,932 0,333 6v902 1,409
35 2,995 0,353 7.008 1,439









Consider Run 1 of T«st i, conducted on 12 Feb* 1954-*
Model Length, L « 4'«333 ft»
letted Surface, S » 2^028 sq^ft*
Weter Teeiperatvire * 66*F*
Fr«»h Water Density, x> as lo9371 slugs/ft,^
Freeh Weter FCinenmtic Viscosity, v ^ iaii33 x 10 '^
*t« / sec»
Applied Foree OeOlOO IbSo
Speed 0«»615 knots or io036 fto/sect,
Pulley Friction Corresponding to Speed 0»0041 Ibs^
The pMlley friction is reed from s csiibration chart
at the M,1„T, Towing Tank* It Is the friction arising
from th« 5 lb« j&tstie tension in the towing cab.'«j6*
1) caicuMt,i,9n gf asiii laisi, ^^nj^imm,
coeiticient at t@stln
,q terr _ _. . jr©
Force acting on 1*ie model » (Applied Forftf^-^hilley Frictior)
Rj. » 0^0100 - Q^CX)41 ^ 0^0059 ibo





9Pyr7;^f;^nt to Jliojlfts:^ t(^:;ipe,i:'at,u,;re £1 7,^^ Jr.
H«ynold's number «i t t«6t temperature = rti^ « iJiX;i^~ ^
Reynold's nvjober e.t 70*Fo '^ 5£^ -- Li2i5jLi:i21|
^ 1,0552 X 10~^
« 4o2:65 X 10^
Using Schoenherr' s formulatica for frictionsl re-
sistance coefficient as tabulated for varying Ft«yriold*s
nxatbeT in referance (12), we obtains
£t K « 4-O42 X 10^^ Cj, ^ $a2S3 X ID"^
St R^ « 4o265 X 10^, Cp » 5,225 x IC*^
Correction to C^ ^ (5*225 - 5,2^3) x lO'"^ -- (-) 0*05^ x 10"*^
Flnsily, «t 70*F$
C^ ^ (2«7a6 X 10*"^) - (0«05S X 10"^) « 2*72g x 10"*'
3) isOM k XiM£ Isx jm
Sf»«sd length ratio ^ Xr •« —2*:™ ="• 0<,296
/L /4«333
^QO*
.f p. 7 f- t' . ^
iV 10^ i
.t 8/t f r
"J .. x> >.
9
A) PXiimit^m si mx\^ msiMsa, imAABJ MB T FT iff t Jb
Throughout the celculatian& th& vsiu« o* ^vctteci lur-
fae« used was always th«it of the modQl onlyj; not tha modal
plus that "^ " '?ny attached hydrofoil., -*^- ^- -^r .^l tp tha
values oi C-. obtained are all higher th«^a ¥«oui<w h«v« becm
the ease if tha addad watted aurfaca of the foils had
baan in ciudad*
This action i& justifi<fd on th©&§ groui Tl:i® foil
is not normally considarad part of th« B»©delo Henca^ if
the c dlculatioriS show that a valuc^ of Cy is obtained wiiich
ii» less than "Uio value of C» vd.thout the foil^ it is a
positive indication that the reduction was drnt entirely
ta the hydrofoil r, Tha attasnpt, tharefors^ is to kaap
model and hydrofoil separata and distinct in ther cssicu-*
iations so as> to be sble to point toward any improvacaarit
at being du® «cl@iy tc th# edded presence of the hydrofoila
There ia^ accordingly, a eommoxi basis for direct coKparlson
of total x-asistance coefficient with i&mi witl-iout hydrofoils,









Sxptet^d Increase in Cj dt 32 Knot nanc|« 0tt«
to Hydrofoil fretted Surface

Exp#etGd Xncr«ase in C^. at 3^ Knot Rango Du9 to
Hydrofoil v®tt«d Surf«e«
As wa* oentioned In App^sndix E^ .rr 'Ir; CalcuiationSj
the additional '<»«tted surface of th« hydrofoils was not
&6de(^. to th^t of the model when calculating the value*
.?. ,.« for the y^i.cXoW'i I'^uns^
Now the results oi the stem hydrofoil .iLnslysis
inoiaax-ffi "Chat none ci th^? fivs hydro foii.-- . •;. j--^ec iii
a Cj st ti-i© 32 knot rangt wi ich was lovmT Viizn the valu®
of C*. to b* expected withoijt th© Dresenc-s of hydrofoils.
Accord liiglyji it ii> nox po;;>!5iij„v xo
reducing effects of the hydrofoils tiniiass w« first know
what was th® affect of th^ frictional rss.lstance esu^ed
by tritg nycirotcii \s^tt®G surface*
The following calculstions were therefore mad© te
evaiuete these added frictiof^al resistance ©ffects.
""iOl"*

C- of sanded model (nc ctern foil supDort d«vice)
»t 3i kjioz rii; 6*620 x 10""-'
Added Increiaont io u- c^ius-^d oy axarn ioj-jl £*upport
device « Q=,24S x 10*^
$pen of FoiXe • 5*330 inches
Model Vetted Surface » 2<>028 sq» ft«
Foil Wetted Surface ^ (Span of Foil) x (Wott^d Perimeter)
Percent Incross© in Wetted Surfaco - -• x 100
Expected C^ due to Added Wett<3d Surface
.. (i 4 lfc|g§iB) (6.620 X 10-^)
The figures in the far right coXusmi <sr© piott€^d as daahes
in Figure XX,,
Foil Foil . -:te^"^ ExpicTed
Wetted Wetted i lt\- ^j duQ to C^. plus
Qiord P6:rl« Surface ^-v... .,, «c<& .-,• ^ -Ided aC|.
Length fneter sq^ «qo Wetted d due to
(in^J^es) (.iftPM^) JUsu^-^XW fe^' -.ladLBexiCi
i«0 2.01 10«?l 0,0?44 3*670 ^^STOjciC^f 7ai8xi0"-^
1^5 jaS 16.78 0ai64 5o735 6.990x10"-^ 7*238x10"^
2a0 4*22 22>»84 Oa^B? 7^810 7oi30xlO"^ 7,37Sxl0"^
2»5 5*25 27^98 0a942 9<>570 70240x10*"*^ 7o4««xi0"*^'






Px'ftdietioii ©f Optimifiii Longitutcliaai Position
for 2 inch Bow Hydrofoil at 2<»9ao Knots

yr««tictioA of OptimMft Lon9itu«linaX Position for 2 inch Bow
Hydrofoil at 2o920 Knots
By a sftrias of observetion» of th© trsnsvsrse bow
w«v« profi3l«i» it w3t established that th$ crest of th«
first baw wav« occurred at a point 12»00 Inche© eft of
the Foirward Perpendicuisro Now previous investigat^-on*
on bow hydrofoils indicated that the hydrofoil should b«
located on« quarter wav© length forward of the first bow
crests
Following ref«r@nce (2) the expressions fat weve
Itfigti'i srei
2
;^ • 0,55? L(™)
L
?i» 0^557 V^ - 0*557(2.920 x 1.689)*^
/^ •= 4o74 ft«
Then -4- ^^ *^T^ =^ ia85 ft^ == iA.25 inches#
Flneiiy^ recoKraendsd position ©i bow hydrofoil W4sa found
to bes





By •xp«rt»«nt, the best positioji wa« «ft*bll&necl
as bting 1^80 inchs* forward of the rd P«rp0ndicularj,
thdrefor^s
n-'^ToT in Prediction • 2^2^} - 1^80 « 0c45 inch
Considering th&t visu4il obs^Tv^tlor, v;;- :--vl->v©d
to establish th© position ol tiit ilrs>v iu&v^- cr>£at^ x:rafi
STTiall error is Quit* acceptable in making s first





Estiiaat« of the M»gnit«de of Errors

istitaste ci ri*© eaagnii-ucs of Errors
Th©re we: e five experimcntaiiy conxroiied oi : v. :n..-..a
varisbXes in thi» thesis* Tiiey are listed belovs» and for
each is quoted an estimate of the Doscibl© error that may
have occurred in tiieir measurement:
Towing Force +, OoOOOl lb.
Towing Velocity ± 0.001 knot
Hydrofoil Longitudinal Position ,+ 0(,002 ft*
Hydrofoil Angle of Attack Jh Oa25 degree
Hydrofoil Depth of Submergertc® X ^*0<52 ft»
The error introduced by the cracking ot the model*
s
bottom paint is not readily estimated in the manner shown
dbove« This fsct lessens the quantitative valu© of the
resu|.ts|. however, the qualitative results suffer absolutely
no depreciation because of this situation « The significant
results of this thesi* ere qualitative in nature and
accordingly their accuracy is a function of the thoroughnee*
of experimental investigation « By thoroughness is meant
a rigorous search into all the facets that influence the
performance of a hydrofoils It is on this basis tJiat the
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V37 Vanning (<,<D(D i.^
The effect of a hydro-'
foil at the stern cf a
destroyer type vessel





V37 Venni n^ '^'^OO^l L>
The effect cf a hydrDfr:'! at
the stern of a destro^' 3r ty^e
vessel upon its perfcrniance in
still water.

